Potteries Auctions Catalogue 10 Feb 2018
1

A large collection of Squire grade 8 @work
padlocks (approx 11) and other unbranded
padlocks.

Schwarzkopf Invisible Hold (12), Face masks and
Paul Mitchell Clarifying Shampoo

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00
2

3

A selection of cable and piping, to include gas
10mm piping, 15mm rubber airline and electrical
2mm cable.

A collection of trade items to include Everflex,
Everbuild and Sudall Silicone, expanding foam, ZG90 galvanizing spray, Buffalo heavy duty fixing
spray etc.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£15.00 - £30.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

A selection of onsite/builders clothing to include
hard hats, Trojan trousers with high-vis Wenaas
high-vis jackets and polos and Toughmate belt
straps.

5

A selection of wines to include Chateau St Sainte
Eulalie, Raimat Castelle Raimat 2014, Corte
Ignacio Merlot etc (approx 12)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

Three Hickory 7lb sledge hammers (3)

A RING Video doorbell, a cash drawer and a large
selection of locks.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£60.00 - £120.00

7lb chisel and point pick axe and Buffalo 14lb
sledge hammer (2)

A selection of hair and beauty products to include
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9

10

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00
6

7

8

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£15.00 - £30.00
4

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£25.00 - £50.00

1

A selection of printing related items to include
Canon Selphy CP910 postcard sized paper sets,
multi pack 4" cartridges, HP toner cartridges etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

11

Two EDC Espirit hooded zip up navy winter
jackets (medium and XL), Anology waterproof
jacket, Kuhl hiking trousers and an original QT
baby jacket (5)

be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£350.00 - £700.00
16

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£25.00 - £50.00
12

HP 2012 Desktop server (Model GH82N) with
Altera Cyclone 3 computer speaker (2)

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00
17

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£45.00 - £90.00
13

A selection of snacks and culinary related items
to include Eiona cider vinegar, Cadburys Dairy
Milk chocolates, Herbal teas, bottled water,
Sandows cold brew coffee, chopping boards and
black board sign.

14

15

AXIS Communications Camera Station - S9001
Mk II / S9002 series with appropriate power
cables, mouse and keyboard.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
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2

Two SAMSUNG toner cartridges Magenta CLTM6092S and Yellow / Jaune CLP-Y6092S (2)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

19

A large collection of domestic and industrial
cleaning products to include anti-bacterial surface
cleaners, toilet cleaners, bleach, Fairy washing up
liquids, Urine blocks, carpet cleaners, hand
towels, bale of sawdust and toilet rolls
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

Two SAMSUNG Cyan toner cartridges CLTC6092S (2)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

18

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

Two SAMSUNG Black / Noir toner cartridges CLTK6092S (2)

A large mixed collection of trays and metalware to
include nuts and bolts, various hinges and locks,
screws, spark plugs, electric nail gun etc. (3
boxes)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£35.00 - £70.00

20

A large mixed collection of trade items to include
Prem Mitre cutting edge covers fittings and valves,
clamps, ball and roller bearings, Heller hammer
drill bits, chisels, door hinges etc. (3 boxes)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

21

A mixed collection of electrical items to include
Cherry Keyboards, Blue Indigo and White 3D
printing filament, and a large collection of car
charger / AM chargers.

cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£25.00 - £50.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00
22

24

27

A selection of Vitamin Supplements to include
Omegavia pharmaceutical grade Omega-3 (approx
30) with Glucosamine and Chondroitin Joint and
Mobility capsules (12) and a large selection of
Pukka postcards with two enclosed herbal tea
remedies.

28

A mixed collection of home furnishing items to
include - Farrow and Ball White Light and Tones
paint, Crown Scrumble Matt paint, various
adhesives and fabrics, Glass ornaments and
ceramic bird feeders.

29
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InAqua RIGA Bathroom parts to include - 30cm
shower head, basin mixer and clicker waste tap,
triple controlled concealed valves, side rail kit with
multi mode handset and shower basin with an act
electric aluminium Sunray plus radiator.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

30

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore

A Dyson AB14 Hand Dryer.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£150.00 - £300.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00
25

A DYSON AB14 Hand dryer.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£150.00 - £300.00

Three 3600g containers of Graisse De Canard
duck fat with Shalloner Mountain extra virgin Olive
Oil and Balsamic vinegar.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

A large mixed collection of office supplies to
include - A4 paper, Rhino and Euro office
notepads, A3 paper, 2018 notebooks, PVC
covers, Pilates Doorstops, and a large collection
of Streams of Tears by Juan Gutierrez de Padilla
CD's etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£25.00 - £50.00

A collection of animal / pet items to include
Burgess Excel Blackcurrant Oregano Guinea Pig
feed, small cage, pond flake food, Tiger 90CR crop
fertiliser sulphur.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£10.00 - £20.00

23

26

A very large mixed collection of trade items to
include Ventilation Shaft / Fan Unit, Watco
Flowtop concrete floor cover, Crash drawer lights,
ball bearings. etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without

3

reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£50.00 - £100.00
31

34

38
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39

A bespoke large rectangular Pine framed mirror.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£25.00 - £50.00

40

A Premi White single door refrigerator.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

41
4

A very large collection of sizeable items to include
- metal rails, springs, galvanized plasters rails,
poles, plastic skirting, concrete mesh, wooden
beams, etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£45.00 - £90.00

A HP Hewlett-Packard printer/scanner with a
Kyocera printer. (2)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we

A large unbranded gazebo cover and an indoor
multi coloured parachute (2)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

A Neata fan VH1B - VH5B electric heater.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£70.00 - £140.00

35

37

A selection of cables to include - two rolls of three
cord armored cable, small cord covers, silicon
rings etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

A large collection of thermal insulation black
Beanie type hats (approx 140) with five pairs of
Utah One size 6 shoes.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£30.00 - £60.00

A selection of vehicle related items to include
Shell Helix HX5 premium motor oil, disc brakes,
Innovo car components, Mercedes car mats,
Mercedes car joint, a bumper, mobile control
divisions, brake pads etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

33

36

A mixed collection of items to include - Qualcast
Lawn mower, Irwin hand saws, a suitcase,
shelving, and a dental camera.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

32

are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

A Premi White single door refrigerator.

£30.00 - £60.00
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00
42

44

49

Four Valley Essentials Three Arm Rotary washing
lines / poles.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

50

Walnut Astral glazed display cabinet with four
doors above four doors to base. £25.00 - £50.00

51

Parker Knoll armchair £25.00 - £50.00

52

Reproduction oak standard lamp and similar
standard lamp (2) £10.00 - £20.00

53

A large collection of 1970's easy listening box
sets of LP's including Glen Miller, Castaways
Choice, The Wonderlands of Sound etc (approx 70
items including VHS cassettes) £10.00 - £20.00

54

Brown leather three piece Chesterfield wing back
suite comprising of three seater sofa and two arm
chairs (3) £200.00 - £400.00

55

A set of 5 Ercol Jacobean revival dining chairs with
carved gothic style back rests. £30.00 - £60.00

56

A mahogany record player unit with a 3-part
Sanyo stereo system and record player, with a
pair of matching Sanyo mahogany cased
speakers (3) £20.00 - £40.00

An Armagard Ox Box.

57

Modern pine cheval mirror £10.00 - £20.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

58

1930's Art Deco walnut demilune/bow fronted
single door display cabinet £30.00 - £60.00

59

A stag slim display cabinet with two glazed doors
above two door base £20.00 - £40.00

60

A reproduction oval mahogany coffee table on
double turned pedestal support and another oak
French style coffee table with leather top (2)

250 rolls of 2m x 69cm foil wrapping paper (five
boxes).
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

46

Three green Wheelie bins.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

200 rolls of 2m x 69cm foil wrapping paper in
various designs along with 5 giant Christmas bags
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£30.00 - £60.00

45

48

A Russell Hobbs freestanding black table top
Fridge.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£30.00 - £60.00

A Krause Securo Comfort Step Ladder.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

A Premi White single door refrigerator.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

43

47
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£20.00 - £40.00
61

A twentieth century oak extending refectory dining
table and two oak ladder back chairs and
Edwardian dining chairs and a stained pine low
standing three tier book case (5) £20.00 - £40.00

62

A elm Ercol two over two Welsh dresser £25.00 £50.00

63

A twentieth century mahogany occasional table
with shaped top on cabriole legs and a brass bed
pan (2) £20.00 - £40.00

64

Inlaid Georgian three drawer bureau with
soapstone inlay to interior drawers £35.00 - £70.00

65

Early twentieth century pine school desk £25.00 £50.00

66

Large two door fitted mahogany and walnut inlaid
cross banded wardrobe £25.00 - £50.00

67

French style gilt framed rectangular wall hanging
mirror with another oak framed mirror (2) £25.00 £50.00

68

Art deco 1920's demilune walnut single door
display cabinet with encased Smiths clock £15.00
- £30.00

69

A Victorian burr walnut single door wardrobe with
mirrored door flanked by carved panels above
single drawer base.

cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£15.00 - £30.00
74

A RHINO Pipetube.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£40.00 - £80.00

75

A Greys Apollo Extreme 130 - 13ft fishing Rod.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00

76

Early 20th Century mirror back sideboard on
barley twist strecther base £25.00 - £50.00

99

Withdrawn £40.00 - £80.00

100

Underwood branded 1930's black typewriter

70

1920's Oak chest of 3 drawers and similar
ocassional table (2) £20.00 - £40.00

101

Hoover P266H1Y Fridge Freezer £15.00 - £30.00

71

A large mixed collection of Plastic waste bins to
include - grey yellow and red rectangular bins and
three large circular red bins.

102

Beko DC7112W Fridge Freezer £15.00 - £30.00

103

A boxed Fidelity Deluxe Claymaster Major Reel To
Reel Tape Recorder £5.00 - £10.00

72

73

104
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
105
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes 106
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
107
£25.00 - £50.00

Grundig Gramaphone together with Garrard item
(2) £15.00 - £30.00

A Kyocera Printer / Copier Cabinet and a paper
feeder model - PF-320 (2)

Decorative embossed wall plaque of a banquet
scene 73cm diameter £15.00 - £30.00

108

109
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
110
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
111
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00
112
A large selection of 355mm pizza express paper
cups (approx 1000).
113
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes 115
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6

Decorative standard lampbase (no fittings) £5.00 £10.00
Matsui N100M Microwave and Morphy Richards
Vimto Hoover (2) £5.00 - £10.00
Modern oak table and six matching chairs £10.00 £20.00

A mixed collection of tools to include, vintage
woodworking tools, saws and other modern tools
£10.00 - £20.00
A mixed collection of items to include Bush radio,
wall clocks, articulated lamp £10.00 - £20.00
WW2 Illustrated encyclopedia set (22 volumes)
£10.00 - £20.00
A mixed collection of hard back and soft back
books on war related themes £5.00 - £10.00
A mixed collection of items to include Alpha
automatic model 6112 sewing machine, Kenwood
food mixer Major Classic with attachments and
instruction manual, walking sticks and umbrella
£25.00 - £50.00
3 binders of illustarted images of war, together

with 10 hardback volumes of the history of the
great European war (13) £5.00 - £10.00
116

Victorian mahogany commode cabinet and
Edwardian mahogany cut down gramophone
cabinet (2) £20.00 - £40.00

117

LILBURN Cocoa rise & recliner chair - Only 6
months old, cost £595, receipt available. £40.00 £80.00

120

A Foley, a large oil painting on canvas of man
fishing on river in gilt frame £20.00 - £40.00

121

Victorian mahogany nursing chair £25.00 - £50.00

122

A quality reproduction light walnut and oak inlaid
cross banded extending two leaf dining table on
double three legged pedestals and six matching
chairs including two carvers (7) £50.00 - £100.00

123

Tall free standing modern pine bookcase £40.00 £80.00

124

Modern stained pine bookcase £25.00 - £50.00

125

Modern stained pine bookcase £25.00 - £50.00

126

Reproduction oak two tier tea trolley with pull out
green leather topped table and carved oak
twentieth century green leather top nest of three
tables £25.00 - £50.00

127

Quality reproduction light walnut and oak Queen
Anne style display unit with glazed sides and
three door glazed front above a four drawer inlaid
base £50.00 - £100.00

128

Quality reproduction walnut and oak inlaid cross
banded coffee table £30.00 - £60.00

135

Pair Delft style pottery vases,large floral pottery
centre piece and metal vase (3) £5.00 - £10.00

136

Indian two handled wood tray inlaid with royal
elephant procession, wood wall display rack and
wood cutlery set stand (3) £20.00 - £40.00

137

A collection of vintage pottery items including
stoneware flasks, plates, tea ware, Delft items,
pair Staffordshire dogs, picture frames, trinkets etc
( 2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

138

139
140
141
142

143
144
145

A collection of glassware including cut and
pressed glass decanters, vases etc (12) £10.00 £20.00

146

1930s oak cased sewing box, oak cased hand
sewing machine and a vinyl cased sewing
machine (3) £20.00 - £40.00

147

Good quality reproduction leather swivel office
chair £70.00 - £140.00

148

Victorian Mahogany Mirror Back Chiffonier on
cabriole legs. £35.00 - £70.00

149

A collection of mixed media artworks to include
landscapes and similar lithographs, all framed (4)
£10.00 - £20.00

150

Mid century oak display cabinet with glazed
sliding doors and a Singer oak cased sewing
machine F4614543 £20.00 - £40.00

151

Twentieth century painted pine chest with filing
drawer and a mid century oak mantle (2) £25.00 £50.00

152

Jones sewing machine in oak foot press table
(model: 32287) £20.00 - £40.00

153

Oak cased Georgian signed brass faced long
cased clock £80.00 - £160.00

154

Mahogany cased double weighted Vienna wall
clock £60.00 - £120.00

155

Oak framed Hallett of Warrington banjo barometer
£20.00 - £40.00

156

Russian Bacolite mounted mantle clock and early
Victorian hatbox and hat (2) £20.00 - £40.00

157

Reproduction French style wall hanging mirror
£10.00 - £20.00

158

Reproduction Mahogany corner cupboard with
single glazes door £20.00 - £40.00

159

A selection of small furniture items to include
twentieth century four legged occasional table,
modern pine CD rack, stool, pine chest of two
drawers (missing one drawer) and a modern pine
magazine rack (5) £20.00 - £40.00

160

Reproduction small elm kitchen table and two
dinning chairs (3) £25.00 - £50.00

161

Reproduction elm high back Windsor armchair
£25.00 - £50.00

161A Panasonic Viera small television with remote
control and matching tv stand £25.00 - £50.00

Oil painting on canvas with river scene in gilt frame
161B Pair Italian red Leather armchairs (2) £40.00 and Belgium oil painting (2) £5.00 - £10.00
£80.00
1970s West Germany pottery green ribbed vase
161C Flamerite electric coal affect fire with wood
and large stoneware vase (2) £15.00 - £30.00
surround and built in hearth £25.00 - £50.00
Cast iron dog grate £25.00 - £50.00
161D Pine three drawer bedside cabinet £15.00 - £30.00
Quality reproduction set of antique style
162 A cream wool rug measuring 243 x 152cm £15.00
mahogany library steps with leather step panels
- £30.00
£40.00 - £80.00
163 A Chinese rug in pink and cream £15.00 - £30.00
Victorian mahogany swivel bathroom mirror £30.00
164 Bamboo and rattan Papasan chair with red
- £60.00
covered cushion £40.00 - £80.00
Pair Edwardian walnut upholstered bedroom chairs
165 Late-Mid-Century Franco Albini style rattan and
£25.00 - £50.00
bamboo rocking chair £40.00 - £80.00
1930s walnut bow fronted display cabinet £25.00 166 A set of four reproduction etchings of early bull
£50.00
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fighting scenes (4) £20.00 - £40.00

cottage scenes, Salradon Dali, Bacchanale and
Mediterranean Quartet (5) £10.00 - £20.00

167

Two Bevel edged oval wall mirrors(2)

168

A collection of 3 army issue WW2 camp beds(3)
£30.00 - £60.00

187

Large quality bevel edged mantle mirror £20.00 £40.00

169

Yew oval coffee table togther with classically
shaped two bulb table lamp(2) £30.00 - £60.00

188

Large heavy gilt framed wall mirror and floral
decorated 1980's similar item £20.00 - £40.00

170

Glass topped wrought iron coffee table £25.00 £50.00

189

171

Fabric storage box stool £10.00 - £20.00

A large collection of 70's and 80's easy listening
lps together with similar Moog related lps £15.00 £30.00

172

A collection of pictures to include acrylic on
canvas harbour scene by J. Pope, acrylic on
canvas river scene in gilt frame, unsigned, oil on
canvas still life, limited edition print by Jane Smith,
limited edition mixed media by Lucy Mackenzie
and one other print (6) £20.00 - £40.00

190

Large bevel edged gold effect over mantle mirror 92
x 142cm £40.00 - £80.00

191

Large still life framed Printby Dorothy Lazringer
together with smaller Russell Flint print (2) £20.00 £40.00

173

174

192

A collection of antique framed and unframed prints
of views of Devon, Cornwall, Worcester and
London (8) £20.00 - £40.00

Very large Acrylic on canvas framed continetal
landscape scene £25.00 - £50.00

193

A collection of artworks to include acrylic on board
landscapes scene, nineteenth century
embroidered pieces and watercolour prints (6)
£30.00 - £60.00

Oriental style wall mirror in faux bamboo frame
together with 2 decorative framed prints(3) £20.00 £40.00

194

A mixed collection of framed prints with still life
and floral imagery(4) £10.00 - £20.00

195

Large oil on canvas alpine scene £20.00 - £40.00

197

Kimbara classical guitar Made in Japan and
another Made in Korea (2) £30.00 - £60.00

198

Chinese branded violin and case £15.00 - £30.00

199

A collection of paintings and pictures comprising
oil painting of Dutch farmhouse by Otter,
watercolour of Brixham Devon by Mrs D M
Forrester Addie, pictures by J Roberts, pekingese
dog painting etc (9) £20.00 - £40.00

200

Interesting Job lot including Reg Johnson figure,
camera, large cut glass paperweight boxed,
fishing tackle, Wedgwood snowman & other
plates, print and other items. £20.00 - £40.00

201

A mixed collection of items to include ornate glass
mirrors, Chinese vase stands, wall mirrors, etc.
£15.00 - £30.00

202

A mixed collection of items to include Minton
Marlow design tea pot, early Staffordshire blue and
white decorated fruit bowl, Rosenthal Bon Bon
dishes, Copeland Spode part tea sets, etc. (2
Trays) £20.00 - £40.00

203

A mixed collection of paintings and prints to
include gilt framed prints of alcohol with oil
paintings of waterfalls, etc. (2 Trays) £10.00 £20.00

204

A mixed collection of items to include silver plated
spoons, chrome plated spoon set, fish knife set,
assorted key rings, Minolta binoculars in case and
Smiths electric mantle clock, together with two
framed art prints, sea and land scape. £20.00 £40.00

205

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Oriental plates and bowls, Pelspar deep dishes,
mixed cups, Royal Doulton Bunnykins bowl, etc.
(2 Trays) £10.00 - £20.00

175

A collection of mixed media artwork including
landscapes, portraits and a small selection of
reproduction cigarette cards (6) £20.00 - £40.00

176

20th Century local artist Marjory Newlove, framed
water colour, titled Organic Hills, France, together
with similar local interest framed pastel Clouds
over Coniston. £20.00 - £40.00

177

20th Century local artist Marjory Hall framed water
colour titled Old Tin Mine, Lands End together with
similar local artist still life by Doris Brown. (2)
£20.00 - £40.00

178

Brocklebank oil on board, signature to front. 28cm
x 38cm £20.00 - £40.00

179

Circle of John Varley - Watercolour 36cm x
53.5cm £30.00 - £60.00

180

A series of four botanical prints "The Reeves
Collection" (4) £20.00 - £40.00

181

A collection of mixed media atrwork including
landscapes, tapestries and reproduction map (6)
£20.00 - £40.00

182

A collection of framed original risque French
postcards featuring ladies semi-nude £10.00 £20.00

183

Local artist framed, 20th Century water colour by
Doris Brown, titled Trees in Snow - North
Staffordshire and Dovedale. (2) £30.00 - £60.00

184

A collection of local artists framed water colours
by Doris Brown, titled Boats at Low Tide, Landing
Craft - The Albert Bridge and Black Friars Bridge,
South Walk Bridge. £30.00 - £60.00

185

A print of two young girls counting money,
unsigned. £5.00 - £10.00

186

A mixed collection of framed prints to include
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206

207

208

209

A Maddock dinner service to include plates, gravy
jug, tureens, serving plates, etc. Approx 30
pieces. (2 Trays) £10.00 - £20.00

224

A good collection of Portmeirion Totem tea and
dinner ware to include coffee pot and 5 cups, 5
soup bowls, gravy boat, casserole dishes, large
serving platter, dinner and side plates, etc. (2
Trays) £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of Royal Doulton Rose Elegans
dinnerware to include serving platters, tureens,
cups, saucers, side plates etc (2 trays) £30.00 £60.00

225

A collection of Aynsley Little Sweetheart
decorative ceramic items to include vases,
lampbases, trinket boxes etc £30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
226
novelty cookie jars, tea pots together with large
two handled embossed vase, etc. (2 Trays) £20.00
- £40.00
227
A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
Jasperware blue teapot and water jug, similar sage
green vase, ashtray together with decorative tin
228
boxes etc £25.00 - £50.00

210

A mixed collection of UK first day cover stamps,
postcards and loose stamps £40.00 - £80.00

211

A good collection of Royal Albert Old Country
Roses items to include teapot, cream jug, sugar
bowl, side plates, sandwich plates etc £40.00 £80.00

212

A good collection of 1950's and later Football
Annuals, Littlewoods, Daily Worker similar items
with hard back books etc £30.00 - £60.00

213

214

215

216

wide angled binnoculars £30.00 - £60.00

A large collection of unbranded floral decorated
teaware together with similar Colclough part teaset
(2 trays) £30.00 - £60.00
A collection of Booths Real Old Willow decorated
dinnerware including cups, saucers, side plates,
miniature teapot, egg cups etc £40.00 - £80.00
A collection of Royal Doulton Rose Elegans
teaware including cups, saucers, side plates etc
£30.00 - £60.00

229

A mixed collection of items to include Coalport
lady figures, Wedgwood glass, picture frame,
miniature Balmoral China coffee cans and saucers
etc £20.00 - £40.00

230

A mixed collection of teaware to include Imperial
Bone China floral; decorated items, similar pink
and gilt Tuscan items etc (2 trays) £30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of items to include cold pianted
bronze of dog with partridge figure, decorative coin
sets, Royal Doulton Showcase figure Follow Me,
mid century cups and saucers, Wedgwood pin
trays etc £30.00 - £60.00

231

A collection of Portmerion Magic City to include
coffee cans, sandwich plates, water jugs, saucers
etc £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of metalware items to include
silver teapot, candelabra, boxed knives set, tea
caddy, Art Deco condiment set etc £30.00 - £60.00

232

A collection of brassware to include decorative
desk tidy, candlesticks and tygg etc £15.00 £30.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Wade Andy Capp novelty items, Homepride salt
and pepper set etc £20.00 - £40.00

233

A good collection of Wedgwood Queensware to
include cups, saucers, teapot, sandwich plate etc
£30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of items to incude Carlton
Ware condiment sets, plaque and many similar
items £15.00 - £30.00

234

A large collection of pressed glass items (5 trays)
£5.00 - £10.00

217

A collection of Crown Staffordshire blue and white
floral teaware to include cups, saucers, side
plates, sugar bowl etc £15.00 - £30.00

235

A large collection of pressed glassware to include
vases, candlesticks, drinking vessels etc (4 trays)
£10.00 - £20.00

218

A collection of Adams plates in the Chinese
pattern to include saucers, side plates, decorative
wall plates etc £25.00 - £50.00

236

219

A collection of teaware to include Foley floral
decorated items, similar Royal Albert Sweet
Romance items and floral part teaset £30.00 £60.00

A mixed collection of coloured glass items to
include swirled glass, lampbase, carnival glass,
embossed green vases etc (2 trays) £10.00 £20.00

237

A selection of silver plated items to include tea
and coffee pots, sugar dishes, mid century pewter
items £25.00 - £50.00

220

A collection of items to include boxed Avon
238
branded glassware together with a decorative
continental figure of a musician and
commemorative items etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
239
A collection of Shelley Wild Flowers 13668
patterned teapot, cups, saucers, side plates, fruit
bowls etc £40.00 - £80.00

A collection of Wedgwood jasperare items to
include vases, trinket trays, sweet boxes etc
£40.00 - £80.00

222

A Bose Wave radio model AWR1 complete with
remote controls £20.00 - £40.00

223

A boxed set of Zeiss Jena Dekarem 10x50 MC

A good collection of Royal Crown Derby
nineteenth century and later Imari plates (some
wear) £40.00 - £80.00

221
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A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
black and gold Davenport decorated teaware
together with similar Italian and Greek items
£20.00 - £40.00

241

A collection of Royal Crown Derby undecorated
teaware together with similar seconds Burnwood
decorated wall plates £25.00 - £50.00

Hazelbury and Aice pattern together with Crown
Stafford items (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

242

A collection of Wedgwood Angela patterned
teaware to include dinner plates, side plates,
cups, saucers and Aynsley Just Orchid patterned
vases and milk jug £25.00 - £50.00

257

A mixed collection of blue and white ironstone
items to include plates, jugs, teapot, cake stand
etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

258

A Royal Albert part tea service in the Bronte
pattern (23 pieces) £20.00 - £40.00

259

A collection of pottery items to include Carlton
rouge royale, Minton, Noritaki, Crown
Staffordshire, Royal Winton, Crown Devon and a
quantity of porcelain wine labels etc £15.00 £30.00

243

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative wall plates with Egyptian themes,
Royal Worcester dinnerware and ornamental
plates etc £25.00 - £50.00

244

Mixed collection of items to include a large
continental floral decorated vase, vintage tin
boxes, decorative continental planters,
handpainted plates etc (2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00

260

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Worcester gilt decorated cabinet plates, Astley
patterned dinnerware, early hand decorated
Victorian dinner plates etc £25.00 - £50.00

A mixed collection of items to include Masons fruit
basket design dinner plates, large Regency
decorated fruit bowl and similar dishes. £20.00 £40.00

261

A mixed collection of items to include Masons
Clock and bowl and Doulton Lambeth ware vase,
piggy bank, Coalport Lady figure, plates, etc.
£20.00 - £40.00

245

246

247

A mixed collection of items to include Victoria
china floral patterned dinnerware, Spode
262
Christmas Tree design dinner plates and
Wedgwood Queensware commemorative blue and
white mugs £20.00 - £40.00
A mixed collection of items to include
Staffordshire type two headed smoking dog figure
(damaged) together with similar type Toby jugs,
Wedgwood Wild Strawberry spill vase etc £20.00 £40.00

248

A mixed collection of items to include Allertons
Willow patterned water jugs, early pewter tankard,
continental footed bowl etc £20.00 - £40.00

249

A mixed collection of items to include decorative
plates, Staffordshire type figures, Imari patterned
items and musical plastic cigarette holder £20.00 £40.00

A good mixed collection of tea ware to include
Tuscan floral decorated tea set together with
unbranded early part tea set with pheasant
decoration.. £15.00 - £30.00

263

A mixed collection of Royal Worcester decorative
wall plates with themes of cricket, horse racing,
cathedrals (some boxed) £20.00 - £40.00

264

A mixed collection of glass items to include green
edged posy bowl, Caithness type vases, punch
bowls, scallop light shades etc (2 trays) £15.00 £30.00

265

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Worcester for Compton and Woodhouse floral
decorated wall pockets £20.00 - £40.00

266

Three large Leonardo mid century glass vases
(approx 24") (3) £20.00 - £40.00

267

Oak cased Firth- Brearley cased cutlery set
£20.00 - £40.00

268

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Woods Willow blue and white decorated part
teaset, novelty Sylvac and Sadler items etc (2
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

269

A collection of Wedgwood items to include
Queensware serving platters, toast racks and
black basalt flower vases etc £20.00 - £40.00

250

A mixed collection of items to include Blakemey
large bowls, decorative plates, spice jars, tea pots
etc (4 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

251

A mixed collection of items to include Aynsley
vases, Royal Albert plates, unmarked figures, etc
(3 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

252

A mixed collection of items to includeArthur Wood
tea pots, Old Willow items, Commemorative
plates, wooden and metal candlesticks (3 trays)
£20.00 - £40.00

253

A mixed collection of items to include Blakeney
jugs, teapots, ceramic dogs; together with
Wedgewood trinket box, Crown Devon mug, etc (2
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

270

A mixed collection of Wedgwood floral green
decorated Queensware including water jugs,
dinner plates, side plates together with Baileys
patterned similar item £20.00 - £40.00

254

A mixed collection of items to include Wooden
trinket boxes, mirrors, puppet and other decorative
and collectable items (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

271

A mixed collection of Wedgwood items to include
bone china burgandy and white coffee set and
various Queensware items £30.00 - £60.00

255

A mixed collection of glassware items to include
tumblers, champagne flutes, wine glass, vases,
etc ( 2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

272

A mixed collection of Wedgwood jasperware items
to include large footed bowls, planters, trinket
boxes, jugs etc £30.00 - £60.00

256

A mixed collection of Laura Ashley tea ware in the

273

A mixed collection of Johnson Brothers Maddison
patterned dinnerware to include tureens, cups,
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saucers, side plates etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

£60.00

274

A mixed collection of items to include coloured
292
glass, part teaset, Marlborough Rose branded
pottery teaset, semi precious stones,
commemorative items etc (2 trays) £30.00 - £60.00

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items in
basalt, sage and blue variations to include
candlesticks, vases, footed bowls etc £30.00 £60.00

275

A collection of Wedgwood teaware in the
Napoleon Ivy pattern to include cups, saucers,
side plates etc £30.00 - £60.00

293

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items in
sage green and blue to include wall plates,
teapots, vases, trinket boxes etc £40.00 - £80.00

276

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include cups, saucers, candlesticks, trinket boxes
etc £30.00 - £60.00

294

277

A collection of Wedgwood decorative wall plates to
include Wind in the willows items, Wildlife scenes
295
and birds etc £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of prints with equestrian themes
including Cecil Leon framed print similar hunting
themed items together with two working horse
items (4) £20.00 - £40.00
A collection of framed prints with sheep farming
themes (4) £20.00 - £40.00

278

A mixed collection of pressed glass items to
include drinking vessels, water jugs, decanters etc
£10.00 - £20.00

296

A collection of mixed media artwork including
Peter Breen woodland themed prints etc (12)
£20.00 - £40.00

279

A mixed collection of floral decorated tea and
dinnerware (2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

297

280

A collection of mid century Hornsey dinnerware in
the Saffron design (2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

A collection of mixed media artwork to include
Macclesfield themed prints, duck related items etc
(8) £20.00 - £40.00

298

A collection of costume Jewellery includes beads
etc . estimate 25

281

282

283

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Aynsley Little Sweetheart items, Wedgwood Wild
299
Strawberry powder vase, Dendan ware money box
etc £10.00 - £20.00
300
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Arthur Price commemorative goblets, Royal
Doulton lady figure Grand Manor HN2123, various 300C
collecting and guide books on nineteenth century
pottery, 1980's records and early pre-decimal
coins and pennies (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
twentieth century satsuma vases, damaged
Victorian tankards, glass etc £15.00 - £30.00

A mixed collection of costume jewellery includes
brooches , necklaces etc Estmate 25
A mixed collection of items to include Art glass
vases, pressed glass similar items and novelty
milk jugs £20.00 - £40.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Beswick large character jugs, pottery ceramic
ladies, Spode floral patterned teapot, blue and
white items and Wedgwood trinket boxes and
vases £30.00 - £60.00

301

A collection of Wedgwood Queens blue jasper
ware to include vases, pin trays, candlesticks etc
£30.00 - £60.00

284

A mixed collection of loose stamps of the world
dating from the twentieth century £20.00 - £40.00

302

285

A collection of Wedgwood Cabbage patterned
items to include large fruit bowl, similar handled
fruit bowl, leaf shaped dish etc £30.00 - £60.00

A large collection of cut and pressed glass items
including whiskey tumblers, fruit bowls , vases
etc(2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00

303

286

A collection of Wedgwood Sarah's Garden
dinnerware to include bowls, cups, saucers, side
plates, napkin rings etc £30.00 - £60.00

A collection of Royal Albert Old Country rose
items including part tea set, large serving platter
etc (mostly seconds) £40.00 - £80.00

304

287

A collection of Wedgwood Sarah's Garden
dinnerware to include dinner plates, side plates,
pasta bowls, tureen etc (2 trays) £40.00 - £80.00

A mixed collection of ceramic tea ware to include
oriental themed items, ironstone floral decorated
items and floral still life study signed Nancy Lee
etc (2 trays)

288

A collection of Wedgwood tea ware in the
Bangkok design to include cups, saucers, teapot,
water jug etc £40.00 - £80.00

305

A collection of Adams Chinese pattern items to
include storage jars , teapots etc £30.00 - £60.00

306

289

A collection of Wedgwood Charlecot design dinner
plates, side plates, serving bowls etc £30.00 £60.00

A large collection of Wedgwood dinnerware in the
Mirabelle design to include part teaset, dinner
plates, pasta dishes, side plates etc (3) £60.00 £120.00

290

A collection of Wedgwood Creamware items to
include lampbases, handled tureens etc £40.00 £80.00

307

A collection of pressed and cut glass items to
include drinking vessels, Babycham brandy
glassware, decanters etc £15.00 - £30.00

291

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items in
lilac, candlesticks, trinket boxes etc £30.00 -

308

A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
Wild Strawberry teapot and fruit bowl, Spode
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Jewel patterned fruit bowl etc £20.00 - £40.00
309

A mixed collection of collectable items to include
advertising posters, Rotary and Roamer watches,
Parker pens, collectable lighters, books on
pidgeon racing etc £40.00 - £80.00

include commemorative plates, pin trays, ash
trays, sage green cups and saucers with Dudson
storage jar £40.00 - £80.00
326

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Beswick Cottage ware teapot, Masons style water
jug, Stoke City commemorative mug, various
Christmas plates and commemorative items etc
£15.00 - £30.00

A mixed collection of items to include Coalpoint
Mont Dore dinner plates, small Moorcroft oval
ashtray (damaged) and other Adams style items
£20.00 - £40.00

327

A mixed collection of items to include Portmerion
storage jars, dinner plates, Minton beakers and
mugs, commemorative items etc £25.00 - £50.00

311

Withdrawn £20.00 - £40.00

328

312

Withdrawn £30.00 - £60.00

313

Withdrawn £30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of items to include Masons
Ascot teaset, unfinished colbalt blue coffee cans,
Adams floral design dinner plates £20.00 - £40.00

314

A collection of watches to include Swiss Hills
gentlemans quartz watch and similar item £20.00 £40.00

329

A mixed collection of items to include decorative
floral designed cups and saucers, Minton Haddon
Hall similar items, Masons Ironstone cups and
saucers etc £25.00 - £50.00

315

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Albert Moss Rose cups and saucers, Old
Country Rose mugs, Royal Standard floral
decorated part teaset etc £40.00 - £80.00

330

A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
commemorative mugs, similar Sadler items, two
Dickens themed tube line framed wall tiles £25.00 £50.00

316

A collection of boxed Coronation Street
collectables including No7 The Corner Shop, No5,
No11, No1, No13, No3 and No9 £30.00 - £60.00

331

A mixed collection of Sherry's and Madeira's to
include Porto Imperial White, Harveys Bristol
Cream, etc £15.00 - £30.00

317

A mixed collection of ceramic and glass items to
include Wade miniature coffee set, Wood and
Sons themed side plate, cut and pressed glass
vases and fruit bowls etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

332

318

A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
white part teaset, large undecorated tureen,
333
Wedgwood Provence cooking pot, similar Avocado
teaset etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
plates, Alfred meakin sugar bowl, Royal Doulton
cat, Royal Winton cup and saucer, Spode
teacups, Robins cigarettes ashtray and other
similar items (2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

310

319

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Meakins Studio patterned dinner plates, Royal
Albert Old Country Rose calendar plates,
Wedgwood commemorative plates with Mandarin
patterned dinnerware and similar Royal Worcester
Palissy items (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

334

A mixed collection of items to include lacquer
ware trays, teak bellows, various tins, autograph
book, maps etc £20.00 - £40.00

335

Vintage Belgian poster with picture of man sowing
seeds £10.00 - £20.00

336

A mixed collection of items to include a scrapbook
of WWI and WWII silk postards, Victorian
postcards, gentleman's watch, gold plated bangle,
silver fob watch and gold plated locket £25.00 £50.00

320

A mixed collection of items to include Pendelfin,
wooden ducks, ceramic horses and dogs etc (2
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

321

A mixed collection of items to include large
damaged Country Artists figure of hounds, similar
resin decorative figures of Teddy bears, decorative
337
ceramic items (2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

322

A mixed collection of items to include decorative
large horse figures, Sadler novelty teapot,
decorative embossed water jug featuring pigs (2
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

323

A mixed collection of blue and white Adams and
similar tea and dinnerware items to include
tureens, side plates, cups, saucers etc (2 trays)
£15.00 - £30.00

324

A mixed collection of items to include Pug related
advertising horse brasses, ornate brass double
picture frame, oriental style large vase and bevell
edged mahogany mirror (2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00

325

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
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A mixed collection of items to include brass
kettle, mincer, collection of 1960's Animals
magazines, wooden chess set and Triang crane
£20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Doulton Christmas plates, mugs, large Toby jug
Winston Churchill (seconds) £15.00 - £30.00

338

A collection of ceramics to include Rye pottery
tankards, poole delphis dish, poole jam pot,
Doulton etc £20.00 - £40.00

339

A large collection of art deco and other ceramics
to include Crown Devon, Radford Honiton etc ( 2
trays) £15.00 - £30.00

340

A collection of Royal Doulton charactor jugs,
Doulton and Beswick animals , Border fine arts
etc( 1 tray) £20.00 - £40.00

341

A collection of Charlotte Rhead items ( 7items)
£25.00 - £50.00

342

A collection of Wedgwood Queens ware, jasper
ware and a Wedgwood lotus fruit bowl £20.00 £40.00

359

Royal Doulton Bunnykinns nursery ware and
Wedgewood Peter Rabbit nursery ware,(12 )
£20.00 - £40.00

343

A collection of goss crested ware (24 pieces)
£20.00 - £40.00

360

Wade figure of The Riddler from the DC comics
series £20.00 - £40.00

344

A collection of religious items to include
crucifixes, icons etc £25.00 - £50.00

361

345

A collection of victorian and later blue & white
china. Meissen, Wedgwood, George Jones etc
£20.00 - £40.00

A collection of pottery including a pair of
reproduction Staffordshire mantelpiece dogs,
Royal Doulton kitten Belleek China items, model
of the village shop, etc (9) £20.00 - £40.00

362

A collection of pottery to include crowm Denham
musical tankard, various vases, plates, etc
(2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

363

A collection of pottery including Carlson ware,
butter dishes, Toby jugs, large jugs, chintz
pottery, etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

364

A collection of pottery including large plates,
booths, tea sets, cheese dishes, blue and white
jugs, etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

365

A collection of birdison lee blue and white calico
ware burleigh including teapots, large jugs, coffee
pots, etc (12) £30.00 - £60.00

366

A collection of pottery including blue and white
items, Royal Doulton cake stands, vases, plates
etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

367

A collection of pottery including a large blue and
white tea kettle, blue and white vases, large
sponge ware jugs, jardiniere, a wooden corbel, etc
(9) £20.00 - £40.00

368

A masons iron stone blue and white jugs and
basin, Chinese blue and white vase, a Chinese
large round jar and cover (4) £25.00 - £50.00

369

WD

370

A retro set of wood and metal candlesticks, height
20cm (4) £15.00 - £30.00

371

346

347

A collection of hard and soft backed books, nonfiction and fiction, to include Mrs Beatons Every
Day Cookery, Tennison and his Friends, various
travel guides, dictionary and bible £10.00 - £20.00
A collection of boxed Crown Staffordshire plates,
calendar plates (6) £5.00 - £10.00

348

A collection of Enid Blyton themed hardback
books £10.00 - £20.00

349

A mixed collection of costume jewellery to include
rings, brooches, necklaces, decimal coinage and
commemorative items £30.00 - £60.00

350

A collection of Wade pottery including Irish
tankards, ash trays, dishes, bowls, other tankards
etc (2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00

351

A collection of Wade pottery including dishes, egg
cups, Irish Wade, tankards, candlesticks, etc. (2
trays) £25.00 - £50.00

352

A collection of Wade pottery including tea sets,
jugs, egg cups, liqueur, barrels, ash trays, etc (2
trays) £25.00 - £50.00

353

A collection of Wade pottery including Tetley tea
cookie jars, gold coffee set, storage jars,
tankards, Wimsies dishes, advertising items, etc
(2 trays)
£25.00 - £50.00

354

Collection of Wade Natwest pigs (5 in lot) £30.00 £60.00

Early 20th century embossed pottery oil lamp with
glass shade and two other lamps with glass
shades (3) £25.00 - £50.00

355

372
A collection of Wade pottery including Wimsies,
teddies, dog figures, penguin decanter, Ringtons
tea jar, van storage jar, small figures, etc £25.00 £50.00

A collection of items including art glass dishes,
boxed ladies compact set, metalware, pottery
plates, willow ginger jar & cover, dishes etc ( 2
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

356

A collection of Wade pottery collectable figures
including puss in boots, figure from in the forest,
snowman salt and pepper, Wade alphabet train,
Mr Happy and little Miss Giggles from Mr man
set, Wimsies on Why cottages figures, wells
bells decanters,etc (mostly boxed, 2 trays, 25
items aprox) £40.00 - £80.00

357

358

A collection of Wade collectable figures including
Scooby Doo and Scrappy Doo, pantomime
figures, Arthur hair figures, collectors fair pieces,
etc (all boxed, 15 in lot) £40.00 - £80.00

373

A collection of items including wood animal
carvings,2 prints,Beswick Owl, pottery etc £15.00 £30.00

374

A collection of Wedgwood light blue jasperware
including ladies compact, trinket boxes, large
bowl, vases etc (16)

375

Meito China gilded part coffee set and graduated
set of carved wood elephants £20.00 - £40.00

376

19th century Grimwades pottery jug & bowl set (2)
£25.00 - £50.00

377
A collection of commemorative China including
Royal Doulton 1937 coronation beaker with hill top
centenary, coal,field mining plates, various other
378
commemorative mugs, (15 items in lot)
£20.00 379
£40.00
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Oak wall barometer and another round carved
barometer (2) £15.00 - £30.00
Glass & resin 6 branch chandelier £15.00 - £30.00
A mixed collection of items to include silver plated

ice bucket, embossed plaque, silver plated serving
tray etc £20.00 - £40.00

items etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
397

Pair Chinese signed wall panels decorated with
birds and flowers using feathers, both signed and
stamped and in mahogany glass fronted frames,
79 x 38cm (2) £40.00 - £80.00

398

A collection of pottery items including large dish,
Wedgwood jasperware, Spode plate, crinkle glass
vase, Shelley small jug and bowl etc £25.00 £50.00

380

A mixed collection of items to include pewter
teapot, candle sticks, fondue set etc £20.00 £40.00

381

A mixed collection of items to include brass jam
pan, decorative Arabic themed wall plates,
embossed brass planters etc £15.00 - £30.00

382

Royal Vale bone china tea set with gilt decoration
and a Minton Marlow three tier cake stand £20.00 - 399
£40.00

383

A mixed collection of Copelands floral decorated
tea ware to include cups, saucers, side plates,
sandwich plates etc £30.00 - £60.00

384

A mixed collection of items to include dinnerware
from various manufacturers in the Indian Tree
design (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

385

A collection of ceramic items to include Lawleys
floral decorated tea ware, similar Masons items
and Paragon commemorative cup and saucer set
£25.00 - £50.00

386

387

388

389

A collection of Crown Staffordshire hand finished
floral decorated tea ware to include cups, saucers,
side plates etc £25.00 - £50.00
A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include planters, vases, pin trays and small
selection of jewellery £30.00 - £60.00
A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include dishes, planters, vases, sweet boxes etc
£30.00 - £60.00

Elvis Presley Memorabilia, limited edition framed
print of Las Vegas 1970 costume design & receipt
and another framed record Jailhouse Rock legends
of rock and roll gold tribute, both have certificates
to the back (2) £30.00 - £60.00

400

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Coalport style cottages, enamelled boxes, Royal
Doulton Clamis Thistle side plates, etc. £20.00 £40.00

401

Royal Albert Silver Maple 25 Piece Tea / Coffee
Set. £25.00 - £50.00

402

Pair cut glass decanter decorated with flowers, 2
floral fancies nad Royal Doulton figure With Love
(seconds) (5) £18.00 - £36.00

403

Barbola type Mantle Mirror together with similar
wall hanging item (2) £25.00 - £50.00

404

A collection of items to include - oak cased
novelty Brandy Barrel, Moet Ice Bucket, novelty
ceramic figure of Bambi and Black and White
Whisky water jug. £25.00 - £50.00

405

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include - a
hand decorated floral wall plaque, together with a
small Royal Doulton Character jug, Goebel /
Hummel figures, damaged Beswick goat and kid
and commemorative mugs etc. £25.00 - £50.00

A mixed collection Coalport Cottage items The
Old Curiousity Shop, Robert Burns Cottage, The
Roundhouse, The Fisherman's Cottage, The Water
Mill, The Christmas Church, The Bottle Oven, The
Joy Shop, Pergoda House and Umbrella House
406
(10) £50.00 - £100.00

A large collection of Royal Albert Old Country
Rose dinner ware (mostly 2nds) to include - tea
set, dinner plates and fruit bowls, together with as
selection of decorative wall plates, clocks and
household mugs (2 trays) £40.00 - £80.00

390

A collection of Copeland floral dinnerware,
Copeland Spode plates etc £15.00 - £30.00

391

A mixed collection of glassware to include cut
glass fruit bowls with silver plated rims and
coloured glass items etc £15.00 - £30.00

407

A mixed collection of multi media artwork,
including maps, watercolours, landscapes within
leather type large carry folder £10.00 - £20.00

392

A mixed collection of cut glass drinking vessels to
include sherry glasses, port glasses, whisky
tumblers, decanters etc £40.00 - £80.00

408

393

A mixed collection of items to include boxed
Denby cutlery sets, Caithness art glass vase,
pressed glass drinking vessels etc (2 trays)
£20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of items to include stainless
steel catering items, similar hip flasks, leather
type jewellery box, commemorative coins etc (2
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

409

A collection of Royal Albert Tenderness patterned
side plates, large Paragon Bridesmaid patterned
fruit bowl and similar floral decorated items
£20.00 - £40.00

410

A collection of cut glass decanters, brandy
glasses, commemorative goblets etc £15.00 £30.00

411

A large collection of Woods Bery utilitarian green
dinner and tea ware(2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

412

A large collection of Woods Bery utilitarian green
dinner and tea ware(2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

394

395

396

A mixed collection of items to include silver flask
tops and cases, religious Catholic icon, silver
plated metal ware etc £30.00 - £60.00
A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
calendar plates and commemorative items etc (2
trays) £25.00 - £50.00
A mixed collection of items to include large Royal
Winton gilt decorated fruit bowl, Royal Doulton
Seriesware Christmas plates, blue and white
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413

A large collection of Woods Bery utilitarian green
dinner and tea ware(2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

434

German Kriegsmarine Dagger marked 'Original
Elkhorn Solingen' to the blade £50.00 - £100.00

414

A large collection of Woods Bery utilitarian green
dinner and tea ware(2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

435

415

A large collection of Woods Bery utilitarian green
dinner and tea ware(2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

British Military World War I bayonet and scabbard
with wooden grip, impressed marks to blade,
57cm in length £25.00 - £50.00

435A 19th Century Arabic Kris Dagger £20.00 - £40.00

416

Royal Albert Old Country Roses 21 piece teaset in
original box (seconds) £25.00 - £50.00

435B Early 20th Century French short sabre £20.00 £40.00

417

A collection of Royal Albert Old Country Rose
items to include serving platters, dinner plates,
side plates, fruit bowls etc (seconds) £40.00 £80.00

435C 19th Century Copper powder flasks with
embossed decoration(2) £30.00 - £60.00

418

419

435D Early Antique hand forged spear head £25.00 £50.00

A collection of Royal Albert Old Country Rose
436
dinnerware to include open vegetable bowls, pasta
bowls, side plates, dinner plates etc (seconds) (2
437
trays) £40.00 - £80.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative plates, large Portmerion Botanical fruit
bowl, Royal Albert Old Country Rose teapot
(missing lid), Masons pot pourri, jar and large
horse (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

British No.2. Dress Uniform Jacket and matching
Royal Army cap. £20.00 - £40.00
British No.2. Royal Army Uniform, jacket, trousers
Sam Browne belt. £20.00 - £40.00

438

British Royal Army Educational Corps Uniform jacket, trousers and Sam Browne belt £20.00 £40.00

439

A collection of Army uniform items to inlcude
shirts and camoflage jacket (4) £20.00 - £40.00

420

Oak framed mirror £20.00 - £40.00

421

Twentieth century seaside scene painting signed
A.M Scot £20.00 - £40.00

440

US Army PVBA Monetex Uniform to include
Jacket and trousers. £20.00 - £40.00

422

Large framed print marked Albert Goodwin with
Lilian Rowles framed print (2) £25.00 - £50.00

441

Royal Marines No.1 Military dress uniform Jacket
and Trousers £20.00 - £40.00

423

442
Large reproduction framed print of the Liverpool
and Manchester railway with later similar item
from the Tabbey Toboggan Club (2) £20.00 - £40.00 443

British Scots Guards regimental Jacket, sash and
belt. £20.00 - £40.00

424

2 Large framed prints of Elizabethan ladies (2)
£15.00 - £30.00

444

425

Framed Don Breckon framed print of a Southern
Railway engine £10.00 - £20.00

British Army Cavalry No.1 Dress Uniform Jacket
and Trousers plus gloves £20.00 - £40.00

445

426

A collection of Wedgwood Dolphins teaware to
include cups, saucers, side plates etc £30.00 £60.00

Royal Navy Pattern 1901 Uniform Jacket and
Trousers.

446

A collection of Royal Albert Old Country Rose
teaset, fruit bowls, planters etc (mostly seconds)
£20.00 - £40.00

Royal Navy Jacket, together with reproduction
German Zerstorer Bayern Naval Pie Hat (2) £20.00
- £40.00

447

Royal Navy Specialist Dress Uniform , jacket ,
trousers and matching hat £20.00 - £40.00

448

Highland Dirk with ceremonial crown to handle and
thistle decoration to sheath £30.00 - £60.00

449

Highland Dirk with ceremonial crown to handle and
thistle decoration to sheath £30.00 - £60.00

450

Two Crown Devon Musical Tankards - D'ye Ken
John Peel & Auld Lang Syne. £50.00 - £100.00

451

Four Early Hammersley Hand Painted Dishes with
Floral Design. £50.00 - £100.00

452

Early Hammersley Butter Dish and Two Dishes
with Lady Patricia design. £40.00 - £80.00

453

Poole Pottery Large Vase with Peacock Feather
design. £35.00 - £70.00

454

Anita Harris Studio Pottery Signed Vase with
Tuscany design £35.00 - £70.00

455

Anita Harris Studio Pottery Signed Large Vase

427

428

A collection of Wedgwood items to include tricolour sweet box, mantle clock, pin trays, similar
Queensware items £25.00 - £50.00

429

A mixed collection of items to include Suzie
Cooper Classic Collection sugar bowl and milk
jug, Beswick animals, Coalport decorated plates
etc £40.00 - £80.00

431

432

433

A collection of silver plated items to include teapot, coffee pot, sugar, milk, egg cruet and
comport with handle. (6) £20.00 - £40.00
A collection of German military badges to include
1939 Iron Cross, Wound Badge and Nazi Pin
badge (maked RZM LInza PS)(3) £30.00 - £60.00
German SA Dagger, Ulles for Deutlchland Insribed
to Blade, RZM M7/116 with Leather Hanger to
Sheath £50.00 - £100.00
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Deputy Lord Lieutenants Dress uniform, jacket
and pants. £20.00 - £40.00

with Star Flower design. £35.00 - £70.00

include part coffee set £30.00 - £60.00

456

Anita Harris Studio Pottery Signed Large Vase
with Eventide design £40.00 - £80.00

457

Anita Harris Studio Pottery Platter fashioned as a
Large Fish, Signed & marked Trial to base. £40.00
- £80.00

475

A mixed collection of ceramic items including
Toby jugs, Novelty milk jugs, unbranded ceramic
horse figures etc £20.00 - £40.00

476

A collection of items to include large Galway
crystal decanter, another crystal decanter (stopper
chipped), Royal Crown Derby paperweight of
Robin, Wedgwood footed bowl and brass oil lamp
base (5) £60.00 - £120.00

458

Royal Copenhagen Bing & Grondahl Large Figure Eskimo & Child, model 2412 £50.00 - £100.00

459

Royal Copenhagen Bing & Grondahl Large Figure 477
Eskimo with Bucket of Ice, model 2416 £50.00 £100.00

460

Royal Dux Figure of a Large Owl £30.00 - £60.00

461

Two Lladro Figures of Girls with Lambs £50.00 £100.00

462

Royal Worcester Evesham patt. large size
casserole dish. £20.00 - £40.00

463

19th century quality pottery embossed floral two
handled jardiniere, height 18.5cm (hairline cracks
to base and some loss to flowers) £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of ceramic items to include hand
painted floral decorated Crown Ducal ribbed vase,
Royal Worcester lidded pot, hand painted later
period Delft vase, Noritake items and 3 quality
Edwardian etched tumblers. £20.00 - £40.00

478

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include,
Solian hand decorated dinner plates, other
decorative wall plates, commemorative mugs, etc.
£20.00 - £40.00

479

Japanese 20th Century export ware vases, height
15cm (2) £20.00 - £40.00

464

Large Porcelain two handled vase gilded and
handpainted with humming birds,butterfly and
various flowers signed F R Jones 1974, height
41cm £55.00 - £110.00

480

A collection of Carlton Ware items to include a
large dish decorated with pergoda's 25cm, a jar
and cover decorated with pergoda's and Aladdin's
lamp styled lighter (3) £30.00 - £60.00

465

Ridgway pottery pair of wall plaques of King
George and Queen Mary, diameter 26cm and Six
Towns magazine dated 1963 (3) £20.00 - £40.00

481

466

A collection of 19th century Staffordshire pottery
including large pair fireside spaniels (cracked) ,
large spill figure of man with dog (neck of man &
vase re stuck), Scottish King and Queen with dog
and spill vase and Bonnie Prince Charlie spill
figure with dog (5) £45.00 - £90.00

Masons octagonal bowl and smaller version
decorated in the Buttersweet design and
wallplaque from the master class series (3) £30.00
- £60.00

482

A mixed collection of items to include carved
chess pieces, Royal commemorative mugs, clay
pipes, golf memorabilia, etc. £20.00 - £40.00

483

A large collection of Enoch Wedgewood
dinnerware in Asiatic Pheasants, Orinetal
Pheasants and Kent patterns. (80 pieces in two
trays) £40.00 - £80.00

484

A collection of boxed die cast toys to include
Burago Mercedes Benz SSK and other classic car
branded items £20.00 - £40.00

467

Arthur Woods floral decorated anti splash thunder
bowl. £5.00 - £10.00

468

Wedgwwod large Interiors vase, pair jasperware
plates & jug etc (6) £22.00 - £44.00

469

A collection of Wedgwood decorative plates,
Wedgwood vase in the design of a fish. (35)
£20.00 - £40.00

485

470

A mixed collection of items to include framed Star
Wars posters and Michael Jackson/Freddie
Murcury commemorative piece together with a
selection of collectable Star Wars mugs. £10.00 £20.00

A collection of Royal Albert Old Country Rose
items to include teapot, side plates, cups,
saucers, tureens, sandwich plate etc £40.00 £80.00

486

A mixed collection of ceramic teaware to include
Waterford Araglin platinum cups, bowls, side
plates, Aynsley Autumn patterned cups, saucers
and undecorated teapot (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

487

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton Forest Glen Ironstone dinnerware,
decorative Goebel lady figures, Capodimonte style
musical figures etc £15.00 - £30.00

488

Two resin figures of birds of prey (2) £15.00 £30.00

498

A collection of seventies and eighties LP's
including Clapton, Crosby,Stills Nash and Young,
Led Zepplin, Stevie Wonder, Average White Band
etc £80.00 - £160.00

499

A collection of 60's, 70's and 80's easy listening

471

A mixed collection of toy car related items to
include vintage matchbox models of yesteryear,
with a F1 scalextric kit etc (2 trays) £20.00 £40.00

472

A collection of Beswick Cottage ware items to
include tea pot set, biscuit barrel, butter dish,
together with similar Keel Pottery items. £40.00 £80.00

473

A collection of Royal Grafton First Love tea ware
to include cups, saucers, side plates, etc. £30.00
- £60.00

474

A collection of Wedgwood Moss Green items to
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LP's and singles including David Essex, Cliff
Richard, Stevie Wonder, Tony Hancock, George
Foreman etc (3 boxes) £50.00 - £100.00

£60.00
527

20th Century Inlaid Mahogany jewelry box with
internal mirror £20.00 - £40.00

500

Four Karl Ens Bird Figures £75.00 - £150.00

528

501

Karl Ens Large Green Woodpecker £60.00 £120.00

502

Charlotte Rhead Crown Ducal Twin Handled Vase
with Floral Motifs £30.00 - £60.00

Beswick Beatrix Potter figure The Old Woman
Who Live In A Shoe, Timmy Willie and Johny
Town Mouse and Hunca Munca (all BP2) (3)
£30.00 - £60.00

529

Beswick Beatrix Potter figure Mrs Tiggywinkle,
Squirrel Nutkin and Foxy Whiskered Gentleman
(all BP2) (3) £30.00 - £60.00

530

Beswick Beatrix Potter figures to include Timmy
Tiptoes BP2, Lady Mouse BP2 (damaged), Timmy
Tiptoes BP2, Old Mr Pricklepin BP3B and Jemima
Puddleduck BP3B (5) £25.00 - £50.00

531

Royal Doulton lady figure Fleur HN2368, Posy For
You HN3608 (2) £15.00 - £30.00

532

Beswick Skunk family 1308 and 2 x 1309's (3)
£15.00 - £30.00

533

Beswick seated fox 1748, lioness 1507 and
unmarked damaged hound (3) £20.00 - £40.00

534

Brentleigh ware matt white jug with a decorative
border going around. Height 24cm £15.00 - £30.00

535

Nadal Porcelain figure of lady with tea tray and
Lladro figure of two boys (arm re stuck and chip to
base) (2) £20.00 - £40.00

536

A collection of quality pottery plates including
Aynsley, Coalport war planes, Wedgwood plates
etc, mostly boxed (11) £20.00 - £40.00

537

Kaiser Ming porcelain large bowl on wood stand
and a crystal glass fruit bowl (2) £25.00 - £50.00

538

A collection of Coalport ladies including Teressa,
Flora, Angelique (cracked),Collette, Sue (cracked
to base) and Ann (6) £30.00 - £60.00

539

Border Fine Arts model of Barn Owls "Silent
Sanctuary", a members piece by Ray Eyres,
boxed anf Country Artists Swan and Owl figures
(3) £30.00 - £60.00

503

Charlotte Rhead Crown Ducal Large Ewer with
Patch design £20.00 - £40.00

504

Charlotte Rhead Signed Crown Ducal Large Vase
with Manchu Dragon design £30.00 - £60.00

505

Pair of Charlotte Rhead Signed Crown Ducal
Vases with Tudor Rose design £50.00 - £100.00

506

Charlotte Rhead Signed Crown Ducal Large
Charger £50.00 - £100.00

507

Charlotte Rhead Signed Large Crown Ducal Vase
with Lotus Leaves design £30.00 - £60.00

508

Cobridge Stoneware Charger with Sneyd Colliery
design £100.00 - £200.00

509

A Dennis China Works Vase with Harlequin
design by Sally Tuffin, 21cm £60.00 - £120.00

510

Lorna Bailey Flora the Cat limited edition 1/1
£20.00 - £40.00

511

Lorna Bailey Fluffy the Cat £15.00 - £30.00

512

Lorna Bailey Ali the Cat £15.00 - £30.00

513

Lorna Bailey Butterfly the Cat £15.00 - £30.00

514

Lorna Bailey Tad the Cat £15.00 - £30.00

515

Six Modern Brooches £30.00 - £60.00

516

Six Modern Brooches £30.00 - £60.00

517

A collection of lead crystal items to include two
decanters with stoppers and two brandy glasses
£30.00 - £60.00

518

A collection of lead crystal fruit bowls (Largest
diameter 19cm) £30.00 - £60.00

519

A Waterford crystal Millennium edition champagne
bucket Height 32cm £50.00 - £100.00

540

Royal Worcester model of a pair Coaltits and a
Nuthatch (2) £20.00 - £40.00

520

A collection of lead crystal items to include six
Waterford crystal port glasses and lead crystal
water jug (7) £25.00 - £50.00

541

A collection of various collectors plates and
quantity of chinese carved wood round display
stands (2 trays, 18 items) £20.00 - £40.00

521

542
A collection of Waterford lead crystal items to
include a decanter, six port glasses, six liqueur
glasses, water jug and decorative bell (15) £20.00 £40.00
543
Six Waterford crystal grapefruit dishes £20.00 £40.00

brass faced round mahogany wall barometer
mounted on octagonal mahogany inlaid plaque
£15.00 - £30.00

522

Pair early 20th century Chinese pottery vases
decorated with men on horseback in enamel
colours, height 25cm and red lacquer decorated
tray (3) £22.00 - £44.00

523

A mixed collection of lead crystal items (5) £20.00
- £40.00

544

524

A mixed collection of lead crystal items £20.00 £40.00

A collection of early quality etched glass cherry
glasses, metal box etc £10.00 - £20.00

545

525

Dartmouth Crown Devon Plymouth Gin advertising
gurgler jug £30.00 - £60.00

Four pieces of Clarice Cliff pottery dinnerware
£20.00 - £40.00

546

526

Wade blow up figures Tramp and Scamp £30.00 -

A collection of pottery to include several items of
Salisbury bone china decorated with fruit,
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Wedgwood Iona stoneware teapot, Royal
Worcester vases etc £25.00 - £50.00
547

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Masons Green Mandalay Mantle Clock,
Cauldonware blue and white decorated jug and
bowl, Royal Albert Old Country Rose Clock, etc.
£20.00 - £40.00

548

A mixed collection of items to include Carlton
Ware novelty condiment set, similar cabbage
patterned mustard pot and apple shaped sauce
pot together with Beswick Cottage Ware tea pot,
biscuit barrel and butter dish. £20.00 - £40.00

without makers mark but possibly Dingwall)
£30.00 - £60.00
563

A collection of studio ware items to include
Dingwall candlesticks, graduated candlesticks and
jug, Hastings studio ware pin tray (5) £25.00 £50.00

564

Studio pottery comport set from the Benedictine
monks of Prinkmash Abbey (3) £20.00 - £40.00

565

Large nineteenth century gilded floral cheese dish
(chip to underside) £25.00 - £50.00

566

Large Royal Doulton gilt and floral decorated
bedroom set to include water jug (damaged
handle), basin, powder box and small vase (4)
£40.00 - £80.00

567

A collection of Francesca China lady figures to
include Glencora High Society Diana with Coalport
lady and similar Davina figure (5) £25.00 - £50.00

568

Coalport lady figure Margo and Cheryl (2) £15.00 £30.00

569

Royal Doulton Debbie HN2385, Janet HN1532 and
Garden Robin DA2 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

570
571

Wedgwood Goosegirl figure, matt £15.00 - £30.00
Franklin Mint lady figure Destiny £15.00 - £30.00

572

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
embossed decorative Prince of Wales
commemorative jug, embossed large decorative
teapot, novelty egg store, similar teapot, umarked
parian bust, decorative china items etc (2 trays)
£40.00 - £80.00

573

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
early dipped Wedgwood candlesticks (damaged),
Woods Ironstone plates, Royal Albert Old Country
Rose dinnerware and similar Ironstone blue and
white items £15.00 - £30.00

Poole pottery hand decorated wall plate with floral
and deer decoration with similar Poole Badger 737
(2) £20.00 - £40.00

574

Lorna Bailey Ugly Birds . 1of 1 made £30.00 £60.00

575

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative wall plates, commemorative plates,
Royal Winton oversized mug, silver plated cutlery
(2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

Lorna Bailey Ugly Bird. 1 of 1 made( blue feet)
£30.00 - £60.00

576

Lorna Bailey ugly bird. 1 of 1 made (yellow feet)
£30.00 - £60.00

577

Lorna Bailey ugly bird. Number 81 of 100 (yellow
feet) £30.00 - £60.00

578

Lorna Bailey large fireside cat ( 22cm high, 23cm
long) £30.00 - £60.00

549

Hornby 3 1/2" gauge Stevensons Rocket
Locomotive, coal tender and coach in homemade
diorama £100.00 - £200.00

550

Hammersley pottery floral decorated lidded bowl
Height 12cm £25.00 - £50.00

551

A collection of character jugs to include large
Beswick Micawber, smaller Martin Chuzzlewit,
Masons Good Companion figure etc £25.00 £50.00

552
553

554

555

556

557

Brass type 6M and O Eccles safety miners lamp
£20.00 - £40.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Wedgwood vases, salad bowls, lustre water jug,
Coalport Cottage, etc. (2 Trays) £20.00 - £40.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton Citrus Grove coffee set, similar
Harry Hancock floral design plates, Elizabethan
stoneware cups, saucers etc (2 trays) £15.00 £30.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton Fine Hotel China dinnerware,
Midwinter floral decorated part teaset etc (2 trays)
£15.00 - £30.00

558

Unbranded Graduated Wall orniments in the form
od TT Riders(3) £30.00 - £60.00

579

Lorna Bailey set of 3 cats. Constisting of andy cat
, busy bee, butterfly cat £30.00 - £60.00

559

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
lilac Wedgwood lidded jar, similar blue jasper
footed vase, novelty character jugs, Wedgwood
Bianca sugar bowl £20.00 - £40.00

580

Lorna Bailey set of 3 cats. Containing christmas
box cat, Christmas tree cat and delicious(orange
colourway) £30.00 - £60.00

581

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Spode Italian design large water jugs, dinner
plates and Wedgwood large "The London Jug"
£25.00 - £50.00

Lorna Bailey set of 3 cats. Containing fish cat,
frizzle cat and golfer cat £30.00 - £60.00

582

Lorna Bailey set of 3 cats. Containing cat holding
tummy, Honey cat and Humbug cat £30.00 £60.00

561

Large mid century unmarked studio ware decanter
and similar water jug (2) £30.00 - £60.00

583

562

Large studio ware lamp base (Unmounted and

Lorna Bailey set of 3 cats. Containing Jack in the
box cat, Mac cat (pink/black/white) and Miss Prim
cat £30.00 - £60.00

560
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584

Lorna Bailey set of 3 cats. Containing Moonlight
cat, Pikey cat and snowman cat £30.00 - £60.00

585
586

609

Lorna Bailey set of 2 cats. Containing steptoe cat
and Tom & Jerry cat £30.00 - £60.00

Wedgwood Pauline Parsons figure Enchanted
Evening and similar figure Iris (with certificates)
(2) £25.00 - £50.00

610

Lorna Bailey Deco cat.1 of 1 only made £25.00 £50.00

Wedgwood limited edition lady figure Rose and
similar figure Lily (2) £25.00 - £50.00

611

Royal Worcester Compton and Woodhouse
limited edition figure Queen Of Hearts with
certificate £25.00 - £50.00

612

Royal Worcester Compton and Woodhouse
limited edition The Masquerade Begins with
certificate £25.00 - £50.00

613

Royal Worcester Compton and Woodhouse
limited edition figure The Last Waltz with
certificate £25.00 - £50.00

614

Italian Princess House resin figure Stewart with
Capodimonte ornamental figure of boot and
ceramic bunches of flowers (4) £10.00 - £20.00

615

Royal Doulton Lady Figurines, Miss Demure
HN1482 (Nip to umbrella), and Enchantment
HN2178 (2) £20.00 - £40.00

616

A pair of bronzed figural table lamps with glass
shades £30.00 - £60.00

617

Vintagfe briefcase containing a large collection of
masonic items £10.00 - £20.00

587

Lorna Bailey limited Edition Delicious cat. 1 of 1
made £25.00 - £50.00

588

Lorna Bailey limited Edition Bailey Frizzle cat. 1 of
1 made £25.00 - £50.00

589

Lorna Bailey limited ediityion Got`Ya cat. 1 of 1
made £25.00 - £50.00

590

Lorna Bailey limited edition Jazz cat (musical
notes). 1 of 1 made £25.00 - £50.00

591

Lorna Bailey limited edition Blue spots ( mack
style) cat. 1 of 1 made £25.00 - £50.00

592

Lorna Bailey limited edition Milkman cat. 1 of 1
made £25.00 - £50.00

593

Lorna Bailey limited edition Snowflake cat. 1 of 1
made £25.00 - £50.00

594

Lorna Bailey set of 3 limited edition cats.
Containing Irish cat (38/75), Scottish cat (38/75)
and welsh cat (38/75) £30.00 - £60.00

595

Lorna Bailey limited edition set of 2 cats.
Containing Broomstick cat(44/75) and Two cats
playing (17/75) £30.00 - £60.00

618

A collection of silver teaspoons, six boxed silver
teaspoons and similar silver plated serving spoons
£20.00 - £40.00

596

Lorna Bailey set of 2 limited edition cats.
Containing Christmas Mayhem (50/75) and Cubic
cat (16/50). both with certificates £30.00 - £60.00

619

A box of Royal Doulton Fine Crystal wine glasses
and similar Stewart wine glasses and Royal Albert
Christmas plate £20.00 - £40.00

597

Lorna Bailey set of 2 limted edition cats.
Containing Goal cat (41/75) and Goo Goo cat
(8/75). Both with certificates £30.00 - £60.00

620

Two FIFA World Cup Germany 2006 official
hospitality bags each containing a watch, money
clip and baseball cap £25.00 - £50.00

598

Lorna Bailey set of 2 limited edition cats, Containg
Napland cat ( on sleigh 4/75) and Naptime cat (on
cushion 5/75). Both with certificates £30.00 £60.00

621

Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies Ceramics Limited
Edition Erotic Figure - Phoebe £70.00 - £140.00

622

Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies Ceramics Limited
Edition Figure - Marlene Dietrich £70.00 - £140.00

599

Lorna BAiley limited edition Ringlets cat (5/46).
With certificate £25.00 - £50.00

623

600

Large 19th Century Chinese Blue and white
charger ( large crack to rim) £20.00 - £40.00

Royal Doulton prestige figure Columbine HN2738(
finger missing) £35.00 - £70.00

624

601

Large Limoges footed fruit bowl with brass upper
frame and feet, in deep red with floral decorationm
height 24cm £30.00 - £60.00

Kevin Francis limited edition figure Napoleon and
similar Henley Teddy Bear, both boxed. (2) £50.00
- £100.00

625

602

Late twentieth century ceramic mantle clock with
floral decoration £20.00 - £40.00

Two boxed Caitness commemorative
paperweights. £40.00 - £80.00

626

Two large chinese ginger jars and covers £10.00 £20.00

603

The Viners The Parish Collection silver plated
boxed cutlery canteen set £25.00 - £50.00

627

604

Wedgwood footed fruit bowl £30.00 - £60.00

A Dresden flower encrusted bowl and a pair of
Sitendorf cherubs £40.00 - £80.00

605

Oriental bronze vase with twin dragon handles
£30.00 - £60.00

628

Royal Doulton Henry VIII limited edition enamelled
box together with Royal Doulton series ware plate.
£40.00 - £80.00

606

Victorian cast iron door porter as Mr Punch £20.00
- £40.00

629

607

Brass military compass £25.00 - £50.00

A collection of Kevin Francis small Guild issue
Toby jugs together with similar Guild issue small
Character figures. (6) £50.00 - £100.00

608

WMF Art Nouveau pewter basket £20.00 - £40.00

630

A large Poole shallow dish in the Freeform design
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£50.00 - £100.00
631

A pair of Cauldon cabinet plates,19th/20th
century, decorated with gilded birds & foliage, both
in good condition, diameter 24cm (2) £20.00 £40.00

632

Royal Worcester Blush Ivory jug with lilac floral
decoration together with early Ironstone Toby Jug
(both with repairs). £25.00 - £50.00

633

Wedgwood white footed bowl designed by Keith
Murray, diameter 26cm (staining) £25.00 - £50.00

634

19th century rare Wedgwood Neoclassical black
basalt bowl in everted form, diameter 35.5cm,
impressed marks 'WEDGWOOD'. £30.00 - £60.00

635

636

647

A large collection of modern football programmes
from 1980s (two trays) £20.00 - £40.00

648

A large collection of modern Stoke City football
programmes - mainly from 1980s to date but does
include some 'specials'. £20.00 - £40.00

649

A large collection of modern Port Vale
programmes - mainly from 1980s to date.

650

Minolta 7000 camera set in case with AF 50 and
35-105 lenses and variety of accesories, together
with a Minolta Dynax 5 with AF 28-80 lens, and a
pair of Carl Zeiss Jena Jenoptem 10 x 50
binoculars. £20.00 - £40.00

651

Brass Bird Cage Clock in working order £40.00 £80.00

Royal Doulton Middle Earth Figures Frodo HN2912
and Boromir HN2918 both boxed (2) £25.00 652
£50.00
A collection of Beswick Pig Promenade figures
comprising Daniel PP5, Andrew PP4, Richard
PP8, James PP7, John PP1, Micheal PP6,
Matthew PP2, Christopher PP9 and David PP3

Ottway & Co. Four Section Brass Telescope
£20.00 - £40.00

653

Cast Metal Bust of Hitler £20.00 - £40.00

654

Withdrawn £25.00 - £50.00

655

A pair of Vintage Londonaire Field binoculars,
7x50. £15.00 - £30.00

656

Berisford Solera 1914 Amontillado Fino Sherry
Bodegas De Jose Pemartin £20.00 - £40.00

Spode Pauline Shoan figures Alexandria and
Emily, Coalport small lady figure Janice (3) £25.00
- £50.00

657

A pair of full length fur coats. £30.00 - £60.00

658

Musquash Fur Jacket approx size 14 £20.00 £40.00

639

Royal Doulton lady figure Lisa (seconds), Ashley
(seconds), Coalport Lady Eliza and Royal Doulton
Hannah (4) £20.00 - £40.00

659

A collection of silver plated items to include tea
pots, sugar bowl, milk jug, salt seller and
condiment set. £25.00 - £50.00

640

A large collection of 1960s football programmes.
Teams include West Ham, Wolves, Sunderland,
WBA,York, etc (200+ - 1 tray) £30.00 - £60.00

660

Hall marked, weighted silver two handled
presentation cup together with similar cased pill
box. (2) £50.00 - £100.00

641

A large collection of 1960s football programmes (a
few 50s noted) housed in folders. Teams included
Manchester Ubited, Middlesbrough, Milwall, QPR,
Sheffield United and Rochdale (200+) £30.00 £60.00

661

Group of mainly pre 1946 UK .500 silver coins
(182.1g), together with small quantity of pre 1920
.925 silver coins (11.9g) £20.00 - £40.00

662

George III 1919 LIX silver UK CROWN COIN. VF
e/k. £40.00 - £80.00

663

18th / 19th century removeable steel Pistol
bayonet / dagger. We are unsure as to the exact
nature and origin of this unusual item. £20.00 £40.00

664

Job lot of coin collectors books including Spink
Coins of England 2010, Gold coins of the World by
Freidberg, World coins 1901 2000 ( a huge
volume), and two postcard price guides. £20.00 £40.00

665

A good collection of FA cup and League cup finals
and semi-finals from 1960s. £50.00 - £100.00

666

A good collection of British clubs v foreign
opposition (friendlies and European - homes and
aways) football programmes from the 1950s to
date. Games of note include Arsenal v Rangers
(1955), Man City v MTK Hungary (1956),
Shelbourne v Beleneses (64), Drumconda v
Nurnburg (61), Southampton v Hearts (76),
Lausanne v Spurs (1 tray) £30.00 - £60.00

637

638

A collection of Moorcroft in the Hibiscus design to
include round box and cover and two vases (3)
£150.00 - £300.00

642

A large collection of 1960s Stoke City football
programmes housed in folders (approx 300 homes
and 150 aways) together with some modern Stoke
programmes (2 trays) £50.00 - £100.00

643

A large collection of 1960s football programmes (a
few 50s noted) housed in folders. Teams include
Burnley, Charlton, Coventry, Crystal Palace,
Newport and Crewe (200+) £30.00 - £60.00

644

A large collection of 1960s football programmes (a
few 50s noted) housed in folders. Teams include
Everton, Derby, Bristol City, Nottingham Foresta
and Fulham £30.00 - £60.00

645

A large collection of 1960s football programmes (a
few 50s noted) housed in folders. Teams include
Birmingham City, Bolton and Manchster City
(200+) £30.00 - £60.00

646

A large collection of 1960s football programmes (a
few 50s noted) housed in folders. Teams include
Aston Villa, Blackpool, Liverpool, Huddersfield and
Blackburn (200+)
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667

A large collection of Arsenal and Chelsea football
programmes from 1950-1969 housed in folders
(approx 200 programmes) 1 tray £30.00 - £60.00

685

686
A collection of football programmes and football
memorabilia to include World Cup Final
687
programmes (66, 70), England Squad Medal
collection (98), Portsmouth v Zagreb (56), Spurs v
Middlesbrough (49), Man City v East Fife (54
autographed). Grimsby v Akademisk Boldkluk (57 - 688
poor) and a selction of 1950s/60s Scottish
programmes (33 items in total) £30.00 - £60.00
688A
669 A collection of GB stamps in albums and loose.
Togther with Special Stamp books and stamp
booklets. £50.00 - £100.00
688B
670 A collection of modern stamps and stamp
catalogues (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
688C
670A waiting for approval £20.00 - £40.00
668

671

Large job lot of Victorian and later silver plated
items, plus some associated pieces. Includes;
Twist of handle entrée dish & lid, Walker & Hall
Ice bucket, various part tea sets, mirror, Swiss
toleware vases, Tazza, Samovar, bread basket,
jardinaire (Large quantity in 3 cardboard trays)
£50.00 - £100.00

A Charlotte Rhead signed crown ducal large vase
in the Tudor Rose deign £40.00 - £80.00
A Charlotte Rhead crown ducal charger in the
golden leaves design £40.00 - £80.00
A Charlotte Rhead Bursley ware jug in the Trellis
design and a Crown Ducal vase with a band of
leaves (2) £50.00 - £100.00
A collection of 19th and 20th century ceramic
items to include decorative wall plates, serving
bowls tureens, planters (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
A hand decorated Wedgwood plate dated 1937 by
Joy Butler £20.00 - £40.00
A hand painted limited edition of one hundred
Caverswall Robin Urn £30.00 - £60.00
A collection of hand painted Caverswall plates,
bowls and tea cups and Royal Doulton gilt
saucers £30.00 - £60.00

688D Royal Adderley Devonshire Roses part teaset to
include teapot, cups, saucers, side plates and
milk jug £30.00 - £60.00
688E J & G Meakin dinner ware to include serving
plates, dishes, plates etc £30.00 - £60.00
689

Large quantity Silver plated matching cutlery,
including large size ladle & stuffing spoon,
together with a set of six matching silver plated
Napkin / Serviette rings. £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of Caverswall Nature Series limited
decorative plates (6) £30.00 - £60.00

690

673

Large Chad Valley vintage DOLL, 54.5cm long
appx. together with a quantity of Disney & other
animal Wade Whimsies. £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed selection of decorative plates to include
Adams, Wheeldon ware, Ambassador ware etc
£15.00 - £30.00

691

Caverswall hand painted plates in the Imari style
(3) £30.00 - £60.00

674

Fur coat £10.00 - £20.00

692

675

Golf bag containing 4 vintage irons, one wood & a
putter. £10.00 - £20.00

A large Lladro figure of a lady with a lamb and a
large Lladro figure of a lady with geese (2) £50.00 £100.00

693

676

Twentieth century bronze oriental urn £20.00 £40.00

A Oneida cutlery service to include knives, forks,
spoons etc £30.00 - £60.00

677

Royal Doulton Flambe Penguin, damaged
Beswick Pigeon 1383, Lion and Pig and Sow (4)
£15.00 - £30.00

694

A early Lorna Bailey old ellgreave house & path
teapot £40.00 - £80.00

695

A mixed collection of items to include resin Bull
Terrier figures, unmarked figures, Cooper Craft
items, damaged Beswick dogs and cats etc
£15.00 - £30.00

A rare pair of wade models to include Thomas the
Tank Engine and Percy (style 1) (2) £25.00 £50.00

696

679

Large Melba Ware figure of a lion together with
Beswick Spirit Of Freedom (2) £25.00 - £50.00

A collection of decorative Caverswall Charles
Dickens Pickwick Club plates and floral plates (4)
£30.00 - £60.00

697

680

Brass Eccles Protector miners lamp £20.00 £40.00

Caverswall Months of the Year plate set (12)
£30.00 - £60.00

698

Royal Crown Derby Puffin paperweight (gold
stopper) (boxed) £25.00 - £50.00

681

Large copper kettle and oak framed barometer (2)
£15.00 - £30.00

699

Royal Crown Derby Robin paperweight, (gold
stopper) (boxed) £25.00 - £50.00

682

Royal Doulton large character jug Long John Silver
700
D6335, Lord Nelson D6336 (nip to Hat), Paddy (3)
£25.00 - £50.00
701
Beswick large character jug Sairey Gamp with

672

678

683

three smaller character jugs Pecksniff, Micawber
(nip to rim) and Mr Bardem (3) £15.00 - £30.00
684

Sadler's cube teapot 2201 pattern £40.00 - £80.00
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702

Royal Doulton Bunnykins Arthurian Legends base.
£5.00 - £10.00
Royal Doulton Wind in the Willows figure,
Sprawling by the River Bank, together with Border
Fine Arts, The Tale of Ginger and Pickles, 2001
Limited Edition. (2) (Boxed) £15.00 - £30.00
Royal Doulton figure Biddy Penny Farthing

HN1843 £25.00 - £50.00
703

A colection of Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge
figures comprising Mr Toadflax DBH10, Mrs Apple 720
DBH3, Old Vole DBH13, Mr Apple DBH2, Mrs
Toadflax DBH11, Wilfred Toadflax DBH7, Basil
721
DBH14, Primrose Woodmouse DBH8Dusty
Dogwood DBH6, Wilfred and the toy chest
DBH35and Lord Woodmouses basket (11) £50.00 722
£100.00

704

Royal Doulton bunnykins tableau figure Bath Night
DB241, with wood base and certificate and Royal
Albert Beatrix Potter figure Foxy Whiskered
Gentleman (2) £20.00 - £40.00

705

Large Chinese vase decorated all around with
enamel colours, height 46cm £30.00 - £60.00

706

Coalport matte figure Dimelza from the Poldark
series (seconds) £15.00 - £30.00

707

A collection of vintage studio art pottery including
Mark Griffith's large jug, high fired bottle vase
impressed Harding, Vase marked DA, various
vases and jugs etc (7) £40.00 - £80.00

708

A collection of vintage studio art pottery including
large stoneware bottle flask,Gillian Lowndes vase,
various vases, jugs and planters (9) £40.00 £80.00

709

A collection of vintage studio art pottery including
Malcom Pepper large dish,Roger Cockram
Northcott two handled bowl, various mugs, vases
etc (13) £40.00 - £80.00

design and another coaster, all marked with silver
seconds lines (3) £30.00 - £60.00
Royal Crown Derby Paperweight Misty with gold
stopper for Collectors Guild, boxed £20.00 - £40.00
Royal Crown Derby Bottle Nose Dolphin
paperweight with gold stopper, boxed £30.00 £60.00
Royal Crown Derby set of figure Persephone
£18.00 - £36.00

723

Royal Crown Derby Paperweight Red Bow Tie
Teddy Bear for Goviers of Sidmouth , boxed with
cert £35.00 - £70.00

724

Royal Crown Derby paperweight Meadow Rabbit
with gold stopper exclusive for collectors guild
,boxed £25.00 - £50.00

725

Royal Crown Derby Collectors Guild Bunny gold
stopper and boxed £25.00 - £50.00

726

Royal Crown Derby Golden Aver shaped jardiniere
by Ken Eastman, length 27cm x height 21.5cm,
boxed £60.00 - £120.00

727

Pair Moorcroft Vases decorated in flowers for
Burghley house 2004 by Siam Leeper, height
18cm (2) £130.00 - £260.00

728

Moorcroft vase decorated with flowers by Sian
Leeper 2004, silver line seconds mark and
Moorcroft small vase decorated in the anemone
design (chip to rim) (2) £30.00 - £60.00

729

A collection of pottery to include Royal Doulton
figure Babie (seconds), Beswick pair comical pigs,
Pratt vase, Beswick Palomino foals etc (grazing
foal ear re-stuck) (7) £25.00 - £50.00

710

Beswick Beatrix Potter Figures Mrs Tittlemouse,
Amiable Guinea Pig and Cicley Parsley, all BP2
(3) £35.00 - £70.00

711

Beswick Beatrix Potter Figures Flopsy, Mopsey &
Cotton tail, Timmy Willie and Old Woman who
lived in a shoe, all BP2. (3) £35.00 - £70.00

730

Royal Doulton figure My Pet HN2238 £30.00 £60.00

731

Moorcroft Early Clematis Vase a/f £30.00 - £60.00

A collection of vintage studio art pottery including
Peter Lake cut sided vase,Walter Vivian Cole
stoneware studio vase,large vase marked D and
various small vases, bowls etc (8) £40.00 - £80.00

732

Lise B Moorcroft Yellow Poppy Vase £50.00 £100.00

733

Lise B Moorcroft Lustre Vase with Wisteria design
£50.00 - £100.00

712

713

714

A collection of vintage studio art pottery including
large stoneware decorated jug ,another jug marked 734
LD, various smaller jugs and large bowl (6) £40.00 £80.00
735
Kevin Francis Peggy Davies figure Marilyn
Munroe, limited edition with green bodice £50.00 £100.00

715

Moorcroft vase decorated with snowdrops, height
16.5cm (restored chip to top rim) £25.00 - £50.00

716

Royal Doulton classique figures Vanessa and
Lucinda, both missing marble plinths (tiny chip to
base of Lucinda) (2) £20.00 - £40.00

717

Royal Worcester cream figures Sweet Dreams
and First Steps (2)

718

719

Wedgwood tri-colour jasper ware vase,purple,
green and white jasper height 10cm (broke and restuck and several chips) £15.00 - £30.00
Moorcroft pair coasters decorated in the anemone
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Beswick Green woodpecker 1218 and Parakeet
930 (2) £40.00 - £80.00
Beswick Zebra 845 and Tigress 1486 (2) £40.00 £80.00

736

A collection of pottery including Beswick Siamese
cats & kittens, Beswick small dogs, Wade
whimsies and dogs heads wallplaques etc
(damage to collie dog and seated kitten) (14)
£30.00 - £60.00

737

Beswick Cairn Terrier with ball 1055 and Beswick
black Scottish terrier (2) £30.00 - £60.00

738

A Moorcroft lamp base and matching jar. (2)

739

Beswick large seated bulldog and pup "Thats my
Boy"on wood plinth and pair Beswick fireside
spaniel dogs 1378-6 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

740

Royal Doulton flambe model of a penguin (end of
beak broke and present) £15.00 - £30.00

741

Vintage pottery shop model of a gold elephant
advertising Old Holborn, height 28cm (some chips
to feet and wear) £15.00 - £30.00

Bossons 11.5cm £40.00 - £80.00
764

Moorcroft Harvest Poppy coaster 11.5cm £25.00 £50.00

765

Harvest Poppy Vase 32cm £70.00 - £140.00

766

Moorcroft Harvest Poppy vase 24cm £55.00 £110.00

767

Harvest Poppy vase 20cm £55.00 - £110.00

768

Moorcroft Harvest Poppy vase 7cm high £35.00 £70.00

769

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware in various
colours including teapot, trinkets, cranberry glass
jug and bowl ( jug cracked), floral fancies etc (13)
£30.00 - £60.00

Moorcroft Harvest Poppy Jug 19cm high £55.00 £110.00

770

Moorcroft Emperor Moth vase. Ltd. Ed. 42/50
designed by Vicky Lovatt 26cm high £140.00 £280.00

746

Royal Doulton figure Maytime HN2113 £20.00 £40.00

771

Moorcroft Wild Gladiolus vase Ltd. Ed. 47/50
32cm £190.00 - £380.00

747

Royal Doulton figure Noelle HN2179 £20.00 £40.00

772

Moorcroft Londinium Vase designed by Nicola
Slayney 10cm high £90.00 - £180.00

748

Royal Doulton figures Daydreams HN1731 (tiny
nick to bonnet), Babie HN1679, miniature Top O
the Hill HN2126, Beswick Foxhound and foal (5)
£30.00 - £60.00

773

Moorcroft Day Break Lidded Pot Trial piece 5-1-17
14cm high £120.00 - £240.00

774

Moorcroft Sunrise vase (Cockerel) trial piece 7-1117 21cm high £65.00 - £130.00

775

Moorcroft Pole to Pole vase No. Ed. 261 26cm
high £60.00 - £120.00

776

Moorcroft Florian Yacht Vase based on a design
by William Moorcroft this Rachel Bishop designed
decanter shape was produced for the centenery of
the company, Signed and numbered by J
Moorcorft. (silver line seconds) £80.00 - £160.00

777

Moorcroft Favrile planter, Rare and hard to find
design based on the work of Clare Driscolls for
Tiffany. Produced by Nicola Slaney in 2001 (silver
line seconds) £80.00 - £160.00

778

Moorcroft Mackintosh design candlestick, height
21cm (silver line seconds) £40.00 - £80.00

779

Moorcroft Pheonix design vase by Racheal Bishop
for centinary of Moorcroft, height 26cm (silver line
seconds) £80.00 - £160.00

742

Moorcroft ginger jar & cover decorated in the
Anemone design, height 16cm (2 chips to top rim)
£30.00 - £60.00

743

Moorcroft large fruit bowl decorated in the hibiscus
design, diameter 26cm £80.00 - £160.00

744

Burmantofts Faience jardiniere decorated with
embossed flowers, diameter 24cm (cracked to
base) £20.00 - £40.00

745

750

Moorcroft Vase 'Lest We Forget' No. Ed. 307
designer Kerry Goodwin 24cm high £170.00 £340.00

751

Moorcroft 'The Enchantresses' vase - Mermaids.
Ltd. Ed. 30/30 signed by designer Emma
Bossons. 26cm high. £150.00 - £300.00

752

Moorcroft Vase 'The Night Guardian' Ltd. Ed.
55/100 (Whitby) signed by designer Kerry
Goodwin 18cm high £160.00 - £320.00

753

Moorcroft 'Style of the Season' vase No. Ed. 221
designed by Kerry Goodwin 32cm high £160.00 £320.00

754

Moorcroft Centifolia vase Ltd. Ed. 2/75 designed
by Paul Hilditch. 32cm high £190.00 - £380.00

755

Moorcroft Vase Coal Tits No. Ed. 56. 13cm high
£90.00 - £180.00

756

Moorcroft Him & Her vase No. Ed. 88 13cm high
£100.00 - £200.00

780

Moorcroft Hibiscus on blue ground small pin tray
in original box £20.00 - £40.00

757

Moorcroft Bobbin Boats vase No. Ed. 92 25cm
high £120.00 - £240.00

781

A large Cobridge stoneware vase in the African
sunrise design. 26cm high £50.00 - £100.00

758

Moorcroft Talwin Vase designer Nicola Slayney
11cm high £80.00 - £160.00

782

Morrcroft framed plaque in the Harbor design by
Nicola Slaney £100.00 - £200.00

759

Moorcroft Forever England Vase designed by
Vicky Lovatt 16cm high £80.00 - £160.00

783

760

Moorcroft Courtship Dance vase (Cherry Blossom
and Cranes) designer Helen Dale Ltd. Ed. 2/75
26cm high £250.00 - £500.00

Two Moorcroft vases one in the Eight Maids
Milking (9.5cm high) and the other in Eleven
Pipers Piping (8.5cm high) (2) £100.00 - £200.00

784

Moorcroft vase in the Waggle Dance design. Trail
piece dated 4/12/13. 8cm high £75.00 - £150.00

761

Moorcroft Pixie Parasols coaster No. Ed. 24
785
designer Emma Bossons 11.5cm £40.00 - £80.00

Moorcroft jar & cover in the Londinium design by
Nicola Slaney. 16.5cm high £75.00 - £150.00

762

Moorcroft Anna Lily coaster designer Nicola
Slaney 11.5cm £35.00 - £70.00

786

Moorcroft jug in the Bramble Dell design by Nicola
Slaney. Limited edition 20/30 £75.00 - £150.00

763

Moorcroft Queens Choice coaster designer Emma

787

Moorcroft vase in the Trefoil Design by Nicola
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788
789

Slaney. 21cm high £75.00 - £150.00

811

Moorcroft ginger jar in the Ruby Red design by
Emma Bossons. 11cm high £75.00 - £150.00

Royal Doulton lady figure Lady Charmain, Cherie
HN2341 and Wendy HN2109 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

812

Moorcroft vase in the Pulsatilla design by Rachel
bishop. 11.5cm high £75.00 - £150.00

Royal Doulton character figure The Potter HN1493
£25.00 - £50.00

813

Royal Doulton lady figure A Gypsy Dance
HN2230, First Steps HN2242 and damaged
seconds figure Olga HN2463 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

790

Beswick Fresian Bull 1439a ( restored horn)
£20.00 - £40.00

791

Beswick Aberdeen Angus Cow 1563 £40.00 £80.00

814

Royal Doulton lady figure The Old Balloon Seller
HN1315 £15.00 - £30.00

792

Royal Doulton Whyte and Mackay Barn Owl,
Snowy Owl and Merlin decanters(3) £25.00 £50.00

815

Royal Doulton lady figure The Cup Of Tea HN2322
and Ascot HN2356 (2) £20.00 - £40.00

816

Royal Doulton lady figure Melanie HN2271, Rachel
HN2936 and Coalport figure Daphne (3) £20.00 £40.00

793

Royal Doulton Whyte and Mackay Barn Owl,
Falcon and Beneagles Osphrey(3) £25.00 - £50.00

794

Beswick Matt Famous Grouse and Gleneagles
Golden Eagle decanters(2) £25.00 - £50.00

817

Royal Doulton lady figure Daydreams HN1731 and
Elyse HN2474 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

795

Beswick Cantering Shire 975 x 2(2) £25.00 £50.00

818

796

Beswick Palomino Foal 836 and matt Palomino
mare 1812(2) £25.00 - £50.00

Royal Doulton character figure Sairey Gamp
HN2100 and The Favourite HN2748 (2) £25.00 £50.00

819

797

Beswick matt Donkey 1364b and Foal 2110(2)
£15.00 - £30.00

Royal Doulton lady figure Silks and Ribbons
HN2017 and The Old Balloon Seller HN1345 (2)
£25.00 - £50.00

798

Beswick Shorthorn cow 1510( restored leg)
£150.00 - £300.00

820

Royal Doulton lady figure Camilla HN2222 and
Sweet and Twenty HN1298 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

799

Beswick Shetland foal 1648 and Pony 1033(2)
£25.00 - £50.00

821

800

Royal Doulton figure Charity HN3087 from the
NSPCC edition, boxed with cert £25.00 - £50.00

Royal Doulton lady figure Southern Belle HN2229
(foot missing, seconds) Jasmine HN2461, Elyse
HN2429, Sweet Seventeen HN2104 and Romance
HN2430 (Seconds) (5) £25.00 - £50.00

822

Royal Doulton Flambe vases with landscape
scenes (one damaged to rim) Height 16cm £30.00
- £60.00

823

A pair of Royal Doulton Flambe vases with
landscape decoration, Height 28cm (2) £60.00 £120.00

801

Three Doulton Character Ash Pots & Two Doulton
Character Liquor Jugs £50.00 - £100.00

802

Pair Doulton Limited Edition Spanish Armada
Character Jugs - Queen Elizabeth I & King Philip II
of Spain, D6821 & D6822 £50.00 - £100.00

803

Doulton Figure - The Clockmaker HN2279 £50.00 - 824
£100.00

804

2 Doulton Figures - Twilight HN2256 & Sweet
Dreams HN2380 £50.00 - £100.00

805

Royal Doulton large character jug Fied Marshall
Montgomery together with boxed figure of the
Queen Mother HN4340(2) £35.00 - £70.00

806

Royal Doulton large Character Jug Izaak Walton
D6404, commemorative back stamp together with
Wedgwood Keith Murray commemorative mug. (2)
£15.00 - £30.00

807

Royal Doulton lady figure A Gypsy Dance HN2230
and The Ballerina HN2116 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

808

Royal Doulton lady figure The Love Letter HN2149
and The Hostess of Williamsburg HN2209 (2)
£25.00 - £50.00

809

Royal Doulton lady figure Rachel HN2919, Melanie
HN2271, (seconds) and Coralie HN2307 (3) £15.00
- £30.00

810

Royal Doulton lady figure Top of the Hill HN1834
and Noelle HN2179 (2) £25.00 - £50.00
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Royal Doulton large character jug Captain Hook
D6597, The Poacher D6429, The Falconer
HN6533, small North American Indian D6614 and
small Ugly Duchess D6603 (5) (All with damage
issues) £20.00 - £40.00

825

Royal Doulton large character jug Rip Van Winkle
D6438, The Walrus and Carpenter D6600 and
North American Indian D6611 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

826

Royal Doulton large character jug Old Salt D6551,
Mine Host D6466 and North American Indian with
Canadian backstamp D6611 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

827

Royal Doulton large character jug Farmer John,
Rip Van WInkle D6438 and Sairey Gamp (3)
£25.00 - £50.00

828

Royal Doulton large character jug Robin Hood
D6528, Arriet, Granny (3) £25.00 - £50.00

829

Royal Doulton large character jug Sairey Gamp,
Sancho Pancha D6456 and small Sairey Gamp (3)
£25.00 - £50.00

830

Royal Doulton figure Sweet Anne HN1330 (glaze
fault to dress) £50.00 - £100.00

831

A large Royal Doulton Beswick Ware Beatrix
Potter Peter Rabbit, Benjamin Bunny, both limited
edition (2) £30.00 - £60.00

832

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure Tommy Brock,
Mrs Tiggy Winkle Takes Tea, Foxy Whiskered
Gentleman, Mother Ladybird and Mrs Alderman
Ptolemy (all boxed BP6A) (5) £25.00 - £50.00

833

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure Benjamin Ate A
Lettuce Leaf, Jeremy Fisher, Pigling Bland, Mrs
Rabbit, Hunca Munca (All boxed BP6A) (5) £25.00
- £50.00

834

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter Diggory Diggory
Delvet, Benjamin Wakes Up, Miss Moppet, Mr
Benjamin Bunny and Benjamin Bunny (5) £25.00 £50.00

835

836

837

838

839

849

A collection of Goebel Hummel figures to include
boy with camera, Just resting, Boy with rabbits,
Young girl with watering can, Hiker, Girl with
broom, Boy with goats, Skier and Boy in branch
(9) £40.00 - £80.00

850

Good job lot group of 8 x Doulton & Beswick (all
boxed) animals comprising; DA 19 Hereford Bull x
2 (RD), DA143 Border Collie (RD), DA 2017 King
Charles (Bes), DA143 Border Collie (RD), DA 112
Golden Retriever - second (RD), DA49B Beagle
(RD), DA26 (RD) Alsatian. (8) £80.00 - £160.00

851

Royal Doulton prestige Lifeguard figure - Appears
in good condition. £100.00 - £200.00

Royal Doulton Childhood Memory figure First Love, 852
Milestone HN3297 (seconds) and Coalport
Autumn Leaves limited edition (3) £30.00 - £60.00 853
Royal Doulton Reflections figure The Gardener
HN3161 and Summer Rose HN1385 (both
seconds) £25.00 - £50.00
854
A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Doulton Mickey Mouse figure Pluto MM6
(seconds), Brambley Hedge Mr Saltapple
855
(seconds), Beswick tree stump stand and Burleigh
art deco embossed water jug £20.00 - £40.00
Royal Doulton Ireland HN2838, Catherine HN3451
856
and Hello Daddy HN3431 (3) (all seconds) £20.00 £40.00
857
Royal Doulton small Bedtime HN1978, Almost
Grown HN3425, Sugar and Spice HN4185, Best
858
Friends HN3395, Darling HN1985 and Good King
Wensleslas HN3262 (6) £25.00 - £50.00

840

A Royal Doulton figure Salome HN3267. Limited
Edition £100.00 - £200.00

841

A Royal Doulton figure Suzette HN1487 £30.00 £60.00

842

A Royal Doulton figure Polly Peachum M21
£25.00 - £50.00

843

A collection of coalport figures to include
Rosalinda & Judith Ann, Francesca, Sarah &
Allison and Verona (4) £20.00 - £40.00

844

Royal Doulton figures Autumntime HN3231 and
Rose HN1368 (2) £15.00 - £30.00

845

backstamp, Amanda HN3625 ICC backstamp and
Joy HN1875 ICC backstamp £30.00 - £60.00

Royal Doulton resin Pirate Figures x 2 £20.00 £40.00
Royal Doulton lady figure Country Rose HN3221,
Sheila HN2742 and Kathleen HN3609, (all
seconds) (3) £15.00 - £30.00
Royal Doulton lady figures Elaine HN2791, Fair
Lady HN2793 and Carol HN2961 (all seconds) (3)
£15.00 - £30.00
Royal Doulton Bride HN2823, Meditation HN2330,
Fair Maiden HN2211 and Debbie HN2385 (all
seconds) (4) £20.00 - £40.00
Royal Doulton Ninette HN2379, The Last Waltz
HN2315, Michelle HN2234 (3) £20.00 - £40.00
Royal Doulton My Love HN2339 and Kate HN2789
(marked rejects) (2) £15.00 - £30.00
Royal Doulton character figure The Balloon Man
HN1864, Biddy Penny Farthing HN1843 and The
Balloon Girl HN2818 (all seconds) (3) £25.00 £50.00

859

Royal Doulton character figure St George HN2051
(seconds) £20.00 - £40.00

860

Royal Doulton character figure The Master
HN2325, Embroidering HN2855 (seconds) (2)
£20.00 - £40.00

861

Royal Doulton hand painted decorative wall plate
with castle scenes signed G.H. Evans together
with series ware wall plate The Falconer D6279 (2)
£8.00 - £16.00

862
Royal Doulton lady figure Veronica HN1517
(hairline to base) and Sweeting HN1935 (2) £25.00 863
- £50.00

Royal Doulton Labrador on wooden plinth and
similar item on resin plinth (2) £20.00 - £40.00
A collection of items to include Royal Doulton
large character jug Pied Piper D6403, damaged
Flambe Hare signed Noke, embossed Doulton
Lambeth water jug, small character jug The
Poacher D6414 and embossed art deco style
water jug (5) £25.00 - £50.00

846

A collection of Royal Doulton small character jugs
including Rip Van Winkle,Poacher,Falstaff, Old
Charley, Robin Hood (chipped), Auld Mac,
Dickens series ware jug and vase decorated with
sheep (chipped) (8) £25.00 - £50.00

865

847

Royal Doulton large character jugs The Ring
Master D6863 (seconds), Mine Host D6468 and
Lobster Man D6617 (3) £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of Royal Doulton Dickens series ware
to include 3 dishes featuring Poor Joe, The Artful
Dodger and Old Peggoty. (3) £15.00 - £30.00

866

848

Royal Doulton small lady figures Bedtime HN1978,
Dimity HN2169, Harmony HN4195, ICC

A collection of Royal Doulton Dickens series ware
to include plates and dishes, all with D2973
backstamp and includes the Artful Dodger dish,
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Sydney Carton plate and Bill Sykes small dish. (6)
£20.00 - £40.00
867

868

882

Coalport lady figure Helen, Roy Johnson figure Sir
George St Claire, Staffordshire figure Angela and
similar figure (4) £15.00 - £30.00

883

Pair of Staffordshire type spaniel dogs £25.00 £50.00

884

A collection of Nao pottery continental figures of
young seted girl, girl with rabbit and standing lady
with posy (3) £25.00 - £50.00

885

Capodimonte figure group of Napoleon on rearing
horse £40.00 - £80.00

886

Italian pottery figure of a tiger fighting large
elephant (damage to tusk) £20.00 - £40.00

887

A collection of Nao figures to include girl with
candle, girl with rabbit, girl with dog and girl
holding hat (re-stuck hat) (4) £25.00 - £50.00

888

Royal Doulton character figure Christmas Parcels
HN2851 (seconds) £15.00 - £30.00

889

Royal Doulton character figures Stop Press and
Sailors Holiday (both seconds) £20.00 - £40.00

890

Royal Doulton character figure Eventide HN2814
and Minton cream and bronze figure The
Fisherman (both seconds) £20.00 - £40.00

891
Royal Doulton figure the Lobster Man (2nd),
Wedgwood black basalt Jasperware bowl
19.75cm, Royal Worcester chairmans
presentation limited edition coffee cup with saucer - 892
number 118 with COA, and small Poole Pottery
Trinket Box. All appear in good condition (4)
893
£20.00 - £40.00

Royal Doulton Matt character figures Old Meg
HN2454 and The Judge HN2453 (both seconds)
£20.00 - £40.00

A collection of Royal Doulton Dickens series ware
to include plates and small dishes all with D6327
backstamp, to include Mr Pickwick dish, Tony
Weller plates and Fat Boy plate. (6) £20.00 £40.00
A collection of Royal Doulton Dickens series ware
to include dishes, mug and plates, The Artful
Dodger dish, Tony Weller mug, Capt Cuttle large
plate. (4) £15.00 - £30.00

869

Royal Doulton figure The Potter HN1493 £25.00 £50.00

870

Royal Doulton 'Pride of the Shires' Draft Horse
figure on ceramic base HN2564 one ear re stuck.
£20.00 - £40.00

871

Seven Royal Doulton smaller size Toby /
Character jugs; W G Grace D6845 limited edition
64 /9500 with COA 4" high, Michael Doulton
D6808 signed and dated by him also, Old Charley
lighter D5420, The Postman D6801 COA limited
Edition 4635, The Lawyer, Mine Host, and Captain
Ahab. All appear in good condition (7)
£50.00 - £100.00

872

873

Royal Doulton Large Character Jug Count Dracula
D7053 £25.00 - £50.00

874

Royal Doulton Large Character Jug Dennis and
Gnasher D7005 £25.00 - £50.00

875

Royal Doulton pair of mid size character jugs
Francis Rossi D6961 and Rick Parfitt D6962 (2)
£25.00 - £50.00

876

Royal Doulton small character jug The Golfer
D6865, lady figure Winninbg Put
HN3279(seconds) and limited edition The Golf
Tankard(3) £25.00 - £50.00

877

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure little Pig
Robinson Spying together with The Christmas
Stocking(2)

878

Royal Doulton lady figure Entranced, Marguerite,
Barbara HN4116 and small collecters club piece
Amanda HN3635 (4) (all seconds) £20.00 - £40.00

879

880

881

26

Royal Doulton Barn Owl DA1, boxed with stand
(unmarked base) £30.00 - £60.00

894

Royal Doulton Beswick model of Cancara The
Black Horse on wooden base, with certificate
£70.00 - £140.00

895

Royal doulton small charcter jug Sairey Gamp and
a old reference book on figurines, jugs and flambe
ware £25.00 - £50.00

896

Royal Doulton figures Tootles HN1680 and Dinky
Doo HN1678 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

897

Royal Doulton figures Top O the Hill HN1834 and
Autumn Breezes HN1934 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

898

Royal Doulton figurine Bess Hn2002 £20.00 £40.00

899

Large Staffordshire type figure of bride and groom
£15.00 - £30.00

900

Beswick Palomino foal 763 and Welsh Cob
1793(2) £25.00 - £50.00

Coalport Ladies Of Fashion Pamela, Jaqueline and 901
Emma together with smaller figure Endless Love
(4) £25.00 - £50.00
902
Coalport Golfing figure Ladies Day, May Ball,
Sweet Sixteen together with similar items (5)
£20.00 - £40.00
903
Royal Doulton large character jug Long John Silver
D6335, character figure The Chief HN2892 (2)
904
£30.00 - £60.00
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Royal Doulton large character jugs Long John
Silver D6345, The Guardsman D6755 and
D'Artagnan D6691 (3) (all seconds) £15.00 - £30.00

Five Beswick Beatrix Potter Figures with Early
Gold Oval Backstamps £120.00 - £240.00
Beswick Black Capped Chickadee, model 2189 &
Beswick Evening Grosbeak, model 2190 £80.00 £160.00
Bewsick Panda 2613 and similar 1815 (2) £20.00 £40.00
Beswick Seal 1534 together with Beswick Otter
decanter (2) £25.00 - £50.00

905

Beswick Elephant 974 in light and dark
colourations (2) £30.00 - £60.00

928

Beswick Connoisseur Black Beauty & Foal
£25.00 - £50.00

906

Beswick Young Spirit foal 2839, Foal grazing 946,
Palomino foal lyig 915 amd matt Donkey 1364 (4)
£35.00 - £70.00

929

Beswick Shire horse 818 and Connemara pony
1641 (2) £30.00 - £60.00

930

Beswick matt Quarter horse 2186 £25.00 - £50.00

907

Beswick Grazing shire 1050 and Dales pony 1671
(both with restored ears) (2) £45.00 - £90.00

931

908

Beswick figure of lady on Donkey ''Susie Jamaica''
1347 £55.00 - £110.00

A Kevin Francis/ Peggy Davies large grotesque
bird The Phoenix. Modelled by Robert Tabbenor,
limited edition and multi colourway £125.00 £250.00

909

Beswick Lioness 1507 and Lion Cub 1508 (2)
£20.00 - £40.00

932

A Kevin Francis/ Peggy Davies Marilyn Monroe
figure. Limited edition £70.00 - £140.00

910

Beswick Shire horse (cantering) in brown plus
Sylvac shire horse £18.00 - £36.00

933

A Kevin Francis/ Peggy Davies erotic figure La
Femme Fatale. Limited edition £100.00 - £200.00

911

A collection of Beswick Pig Promenade figures
comprising Daniel PP5, George PP10, Richard
PP8, James PP7, John PP1, Micheal PP6,
Matthew PP2 (no instrument), Christopher PP9,
Andrew PP4 and David PP3(10) £30.00 - £60.00

934

A Kevin Francis/ Peggy Davies erotic figure Beach
Belle. Limited edition £100.00 - £200.00

935

A Kevin Francis/ Peggy Davies La Brise figurine.
Limited edition £80.00 - £160.00

936

A Kevin Francis / Peggy davies erotic figurine
Pheabe. Limited edition number 176/200 £75.00 £150.00

937

A Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies erotic figurine The
TEmptress. Artist original proof by Victoria Bourne
£100.00 - £200.00

912

Beswick large Puma on Rock 1702 £25.00 £50.00

913

Beswick Huntsmen on rearing horse 868 £40.00 £80.00

914

Royal Doulton Desert Orchid on wooden plinth and
Beswick Spirit of Flight (both seconds)(2) £25.00 - 938
£50.00

915

Beswick Pheasant 1225, small Penguin with
umbrella and Penguin with walking stick (3)
£30.00 - £60.00

916

Beswick connoisseur Lion on rock 2554, matt
£25.00 - £50.00

917

Beswick Huntsman 1501, Fox Hound 2262, 2263,
2264 and 2265 (5) £70.00 - £140.00

918

A Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies Mexican Dancer
figure. Limited edition £100.00 - £200.00

939

A Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies Ethereal Beauty
figure. Limited edition £100.00 - £200.00

940

A Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies erotic figurine
Lolita £100.00 - £200.00

941

A pair of Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies Sea
Sprites figures . Limited edition (2) £100.00 £200.00

Beswick Fox 1440 and larger fox 1016 x 2 (3)
£30.00 - £60.00

942

A Kevin Francis / Peggy Davies Puss in Boots
figure. Limited edition £30.00 - £60.00

919

Royal Doulton Lifeguard figure marked imperfect
on wooden base £40.00 - £80.00

943

920

Beswick Connoisseur model of Red Rum 2510
(seconds) £25.00 - £50.00

A pair of Kevin Francis character jugs Boris
Yeltsin & President Gorbachev. Both with framed
certifcates. (2) £60.00 - £120.00

944

921

Beswick stag on rock 2629 (horn detached)
marked Royal Doulton seconds £30.00 - £60.00

A collection of Kevin Francis guild issue figures
and jugs (8) £50.00 - £100.00

945

922

Beswick Black Beauty 2466, foal 2536 together
with Royal Doulton Spirit of the Wild (3) £30.00 £60.00

923

Beswick Kingfisher 2361 and St Bernard 2221 (2)
£30.00 - £60.00

Beswick Tableau piece Huntsman and hounds
(one hound detached and broken) on ceramic
base together with simlar Beswick Siamese cat
and Mouse ''Watch It'' on ceramic base(2) £30.00 £60.00

946

Beswick Labrador 1548, Afgan Hound 2285,
Beagle 1933A, Beagle 1939 (4) £35.00 - £70.00

947

Royal Doulton Terrier with paw up and Beswick
Chamois 1551 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

948

Beswick Aberdeen Angus Calf 1406A. £50.00 £100.00

949

Beswick Aberdeen Angus calf 1827A £50.00 £100.00

950

Beswick Chickadee 929, Elephant 974 ( tusk
damaged ) and Palominoi Mare 1812 (damaged
leg)(3) £25.00 - £50.00

924

Beswick grey matt Bois Roussel racehorse 1701
with Royal Doulton Spirit Of Youth and Spirit Of
Wind (both damaged) (3) £15.00 - £30.00

925

Beswick Palomino Bois Rousell 701, Troy head
plaque and Minstrel similar item (3) £30.00 £60.00

926

Royal Doulton Bois Rousell racehorse and First
Born, both matt (2) £30.00 - £60.00

927

Beswick Bald Eagle 1018 and Royal Doulton
Retriever on ceramic plinth (2) £30.00 - £60.00
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951

Beswick Palomino Stocky Jogging mare ( nip to
ear ) 855 and Hackney Horse 1361, both on un
original wooden bases(2) £30.00 - £60.00

952

A Karl Ens kingfisher figure £40.00 - £80.00

953

A collection of R&J Mack bird figures (8) £50.00 £100.00

954

A collection of Beswick bird figures (12) £50.00 £100.00

955

A Beswick girl on a Palomino Pony, model 1499
£75.00 - £150.00

957

Beswick white Persian cat 1898, Scamp 1058 and
Donkey foal 2110 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

958

A Beswick Hereford Bull (949) & a Hereford cow
(948). A/F £10.00 - £20.00

959

Royal Doulton large double sided character jug
Ulysses S Grant/Robert E Lea D6698 £25.00 £50.00

960

Royal Doulton large double sided character jug
George III/George Washington D6749 £25.00 £50.00

961

Royal Doulton large limited edition two sided
character jug Davey Crocket/Antonia Lopez De
Santa Anna D6729 £25.00 - £50.00

962

963

Cardinal, Mr Pickwick, Paddy, John Peel, Fat Boy
and The Poacher D6715 (6) £25.00 - £50.00

Royal Doulton large limited edition two sided
character jug George Armstrong Custer/Sitting
Bull D6712 £25.00 - £50.00
Royal Doulton large character jugs Paddy, The
Poacher D6429 and Don Quixote D6455 (3)
£25.00 - £50.00

964

Royal Doulton large character jugs Old Charlie,
Granny D5521 and special edition Queen Victoria
D6788 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

965

Royal Doulton large character jug Falstaff, Old
Charlie and Pied Piper D6403 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

966

Royal Doulton special edition large character jugs
Scaramouche D6774 and The Fireman D6697 (2)
£25.00 - £50.00

974

Royal Doulton miniature character jug Arriet,
Sairey Gamp, Old Charley, Santa Claus D6900
and Mrs Claus D6922, Tiny Beefeater and Old
King Cole (7) £25.00 - £50.00

975

A large selection of English Heritage miniature
character jugs by Peter Jackson of Franklin Mint
in a purpose built cabinet £40.00 - £80.00

976

Two large musical character jugs £30.00 - £60.00

977

A collection of large Beswick character jugs to
include Scrooge 372, similar colourway Scrooge,
Sairey Gamp 371 and unbranded similar item (4)
£20.00 - £40.00

978

A large collection of small and tiny character jugs
from various makers Artone, Woods and Sons,
Burlington etc £25.00 - £50.00

979

Copeland Toby jug together with similar unbranded
item and Shorter and Son Father Neptune Toby
jug (3) £20.00 - £40.00

980

Woods and Son limited edition Toby jug The Sailor
and Benjamin Toby (2) £30.00 - £60.00

981

Woods and Sons limited edition Toby jug Admiral
Lord Howe and similar Ralph Wood designed item,
both with certificates (2) £30.00 - £60.00

982

Beswick Toby Phillpot jug and Wedgwood and Co
item Ye Old Village Inn, Shepherd and Unicorn
Square (3) £30.00 - £60.00

983

Limited edition Kevin Francis Toby jug The
Shareholder, Vic Schuler limited edition Toby jug
with certificate and The Gardener (3) £50.00 £100.00

984

Royal Doulton set of tiny character jugs
comprising John Barleycorn D6952, Simon the
cellarer D6956, Granny D6954, Parson Brown
D6955, Dick Turpin D6951 and JesterD6953, with
wood display stand (7) £50.00 - £100.00

985

Royal Doulton set of tiny character jugs from the
Dickens series comprising Uriah Heep, Little Nell,
Artful Dodger, Mr Bumble, Mrs Bardell, Bill Sykes,
Oliver Twist, Charles Dickens, Fagin, Betsey
Trotwood, Scrooge and David Copperfield, with
wood display stand (13) £40.00 - £80.00

986

967

Royal Doulton intermediate character jug Fat Boy,
limited edition Toby jug The Jester D6910 and
small Dickens character figure Bumble (3) £25.00 £50.00

968

Royal Doulton limited edition small character jug
Viscount Montgomery of Alamein D6850, Michael
Doulton D6808 and Sir Henry Doulton DCC
backstamp D6703 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

969

Royal Doulton small character jugs George
Tinworth DCC backstamp D7000, Old King Cole,
Paddy, Buzz Fuzz etc (5) £25.00 - £50.00

A collection of Woods and Sons small Charles
Dickens Toby jugs to Include Oliver Twist,
Scrooge, David Copperfield, Mr Micawber, Miss
Havisham, Little Nell, Bob Cratchit and Tiny Tim,
Pickwick, Uriah Heep, Mrs Gamp, Fagin and
Peggarty together with hardwood display stand
(12) £50.00 - £100.00

970

Roayl Doulton small character jugs Mine Host
987
D6410, The Bsaeball Player D6878, Merlin D6536,
Simon Cellarer (nip and glaze fault to hat), Mr
Micawber (5) £25.00 - £50.00

Royal Doulton small character jugs Long John
Silver, The Poacher D6464, Rip Van Winkle
D6463, ICC backstamped John Doulton D6656
and Mr Pickwick (5) £30.00 - £60.00

971

Royal Doulton small character jugs Arriet, Fat
Boy, Captain Cuttle, Sam Weller and Pied Piper
D6462 (5) £25.00 - £50.00

Royal Doulton small character jug John Doulton
D6656 ICC backstamp, Henry VIII D6647, Sam
Johnson, Sancho Pancha and Dick Turpin (5)

972

Royal Doulton miniature character jugs The
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£30.00 - £60.00
989

990

991

Royal Doulton small character jugs Captain Cull,
Micawber, The Cardinal, Sairey Gamp, Old Charlie 1014
(5) £40.00 - £80.00
Hardback copy of Good Sir Toby by Desmond
Eyles dated 1955 Doulton and Co Ltd £20.00 £40.00
9ct gold gate bracelet, together with Victorian 9ct
bracelet (a/f) 19.4g (2) £160.00 - £320.00

992

9ct gold cased ladies wrist watch, 9ct smokey
quartz ring & 2 9ct brooches (4) £40.00 - £80.00

993

Job lot collection of silver jewellery, costume
jewellery and other interesting 19th century and
later pieces. £40.00 - £80.00

994

Silver centre seconds gents Chronograph watch,
not working, 3 misc. brooches & gold plated
bangle. (5) £20.00 - £40.00

995

9ct gold hardstone spinning fob, Birmingham
1910. Gross weight 5.2g £30.00 - £60.00
9ct solid rose gold hallmarked bracelet, with later
yellow gold padlock. 14.9 g. £120.00 - £240.00

998

9ct gold cameo pendant with unmarked chain
£25.00 - £50.00

999

9ct gold heart shaped pendant and chain, 2.1
grams £20.00 - £40.00

1015

A vintage Amber Baltic Butterscotch Honey
Amber necklace with pair amber earrings with
silver mounts , 50 grams £45.00 - £90.00

1016

Sapphire & Diamond cluster ladies dress ring - 9ct
hallmarked shank. UK ring size T. 3.3g. £25.00 £50.00

1017

Sterling Silver gents necklace and matching
bracelet, 89.7 grams (2) £30.00 - £60.00

1018

1 kilo (1000 grams) solid silver .999 fine silver
bullion refinery bar. No certificate, but fully
electronically tested and checked & guaranteed
by a local bullion dealer as genuine and authentic.
We warrant that this is 100% genuine.

1019

15ct gold brooch set with oval tigers eye stone
and similar 9ct gold brooch with oblong brooch (2) 1020
£70.00 - £140.00

1001

18ct gold ladies French fob watch, overall weight
30.1 grams £145.00 - £290.00

1002

18ct gold solitaire diamond ring, 2.9 grams,
approx .25 ct diamond, size L £95.00 - £190.00

1003

Gents Delbana vintage wristwatch with leather
strap and Megalo gents watch (2) £20.00 - £40.00 1022

1004

Gents Avia vintage mechanical wristwatch and pair
gold plated cufflink's (2) £12.00 - £24.00

1005

Victorian 9ct mourning brooch set with emerald
stone and seed pearls, 14.5 grams £65.00 £130.00

1006

9ct gold bracelet, 14.6 grams £125.00 - £250.00

1007

Large vintage oval 9ct gold cameo brooch, overall
15.9 grams £45.00 - £90.00

1008

No Lot £75.00 - £150.00

1009

No Lot £25.00 - £50.00

1010

Stephen Webster quality silver 925 stud ring set
with amethyst stone (23.6g) £70.00 - £140.00

1011

Yellow metal brooch set with amber and bar
brooch with yellow metal ornate brooch later
attached, both unmarked (2) £22.00 - £44.00

1012

Emerald 2 stone square pendant and matching
earrings. Stones measuring approx 5.5mm x
5.5mm, but vary very slightly by fractions of a mm
in size. Gross weight 7.7 grams. £450.00 - £900.00

1013

Ladies Silver dress ring set with semi precious
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Rotary Ladies' Gold-Plated Quartz Watch with
crossover diamond effect strap and matching
Tennis Bracelet (2) £25.00 - £50.00

£460.00 - £920.00

996

1000

stones and tow other similar ring, size O-P (3)
£25.00 - £50.00
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1021

1 kilo (1000 grams) UMICORE sealed solid silver
.999 fine silver bullion refinery bar, serial number
398976 No certificate, but fully electronically
tested and checked & guaranteed by a local
bullion dealer as genuine and authentic. We
warrant that this is 100% genuine.
£460.00 - £920.00
A good collection of vintage ladies costume
jewellery including wristwatches, silver, designer
jewellery, brooches, necklaces etc £40.00 - £80.00
A collection of Gents wristwatches comprising
Sekonda, Geneva, ladies Phillipe Arnold, ladies
designer necklaces and earrings etc £20.00 £40.00
Catholic rosary bead necklace with crucifix and
another similar (2) £10.00 - £20.00

